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Abstract
China is increasingly seen as a participant in the global knowledge economy, with
recent studies have highlighted the rising number of scientists and engineers educated
in Chinese institutions of higher education, and the growing funding allocated to
the production of knowledge. Question remains as to whether China is producing
scientific knowledge at the global frontier, and whether the production of scientific
research in China is globally competitive.
Since the end of the Cultural Revolution in 1976, Chinese policymakers have
distinguished scientific modernization as essential to long-term economic prosperity
and endogenous growth, and, more recently, to addressing the modern socioeconomic
and environmental challenges confronting China. The State Council, largely through
the Ministry of Science and Technology and Ministry of Education, have invested
heavily in universities and research institutes to promote the development of worldclass research.
To evaluate the state of scientific innovation in China, three bibliometric analyses
are conducted. First, United States patents with full or partial Chinese ownership are
used to provide a measure of high-impact industrial and applied innovation. Second,
all SCI-indexed articles affiliated with at least one Chinese institution are evaluated.
Finally, articles published in the journal Nature and subject-specific Nature journals
are used as a proxy for high-impact scientific research.
The results suggest that while the majority of Chinese scientific research is of low
impact, that frontier research is becoming increasingly common in a growing number
of Chinese institutions. There is evidence of a learning effect, suggesting that China
engages in international consortia to participate in frontier research and uses the
resulting experience to independently produce frontier knowledge, particularly in the
fields of genetics and nanotechnology.
Thesis Supervisor: Fiona E. Murray
Title: Associate Professor of Management
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Chapter 1
Introduction
When Zhou Enlai, first Premier of the People's Republic of China, proclaimed the
Four Modernizations in 1975, he envisioned a modern Chinese society by the end of
the twentieth century realized through technological development. Such a vision was
starkly belied by contemporary socioeconomic realities. While Communist officials
had periodically villianized Western scientific theory since the end of the Chinese
Civil War a quarter-century earlier, with the onset of the Cultural Revolution in 1966
the Chinese scientific infrastructure was virtually eviscerated: universities had been
closed, and a typical education did not extend beyond primary school, cumulating
in an entire generation lacking the education and training necessary for technical
development; scientists had been sent en masse to perform manual labor in the fields;
and Mao-era policies perpetrating virulent anti-intellectualism were still enforced.
While the Cultural Revolution was then in its waning years with the declining health
of Mao Zedong, the Gang of Four had by then seized control of the Communist Party
of China, with the a renewal of Maoist-era policies that would effectively obviate
progressive scientific reform.
Yet with the end of the Cultural Revolution one year later, China entered a
period of rapid economic, technological, and scientific growth sustained over three

decades. Originally with the core intent of sustaining - indeed, stimulating - economic
development, Chinese production of knowledge, as indicated both by quantitative
indicators and qualitative studies, escalated from the limited scope of a developing
nation to possibly a world-class producer of scientific knowledge.
China is increasingly seen as a participant in the global knowledge economy. Recent studies have highlighted the rising number of scientists and engineers educated
in Chinese institutions of higher education, and the growing funding allocated to the
production of knowledge. By 2005, China ranked fifth amongst nations in total scientific publications produced; in engineering, second, behind only the United States.
China has meanwhile embraced major scientific projects in genomics, becoming the
only developing nation to participate in the Human Genome Project in the 1990s; in
space science, becoming the third nation to develop a successful manned space program; and more recently, in environmental and energy research through partnerships
with the European Union. In investing heavily in major scientific projects, China
intends to, according to a science policy expert at the Chinese Academy of Sciences,
"transform from the largest developing country to a world powerhouse." [Xin, 2006a]
Less certain than whether Chinese scientific programs and output are increasing
- which is generally undisputed- is whether China is producing scientific knowledge
at the global frontier, whether it is globally competitive of high quality as well as
quantity, and, if so, in which fields. It is this question that comprises the objective of
this thesis.

1.1

Motivation

Growth theory stipulates that knowledge production, particularly in science and engineering, is critical to sustained economic growth, with application to effective national
defense and sustainable development in industry and agriculture; endogenous growth

theory posits that technological growth, similar capital accumulation, is an endogenous factor dependent upon economic conditions with increasing returns [Aghion and
Howitt, 1998]. As a practical illustration, advancements in mechanization technology
effected the Industrial Revolution in eighteenth-century Europe, and Lin attributes
that the Neeham China Paradox - the absence of a Chinese industrial revolution
in fourteenth-century China despite technology comparable to that of pre-industrial
Europe - to a failure in China to transition from experience-based to science-based
innovation in the fourteenth century [Lin, 1995, 276].
Scientific development, naturally, is not conducted in the metaphorical vacuum,
but rather induces spillover effects with profound international consequences in the
local and international arenas. One such effect is the development of the educated
workforce necessary for continued long-term technical innovation, and in 2006 (the
most recent year for which data are available) over 5.4 million students were enrolled
in undergraduate engineering programs in China [Ministry of Science and Technology,
2007, 24] in comparison to 409,300 (and declining) in the United States [National Science Board, 2008, 2-19]. The economic spillover effects are both endogenous within
the respective economies, as predicted by endogenous growth theory, while representing exogenous innovation to economies uninvolved in the production but capable of
leveraging the innovatory benefits.
A second class of spillover effects pertain to socioeconomic equity. As will be
discussed in Chapter 3, the modernization of China - particularly in high-technology
fields - has increased the economic disparity between rural and urban areas of China
to provide incentives for scientific study and to attract foreign direct investment. The
rise of this inequity has implications for political stability, and current Chinese policy
(since the implementation of the 11th Five Year Guidelines in 2006) has been the
development of science to promote the "harmonious society" by redirecting science
expenditures to issues of social concern - sustainable development and clean energy

production; reduction of air and water pollution and implementation of reforestation programs; and developing clinical technologies of need in China - from mainly
economic growth.
A third class of spillover effects involve national defense and security, and the
'China threat' concern that Chinese imperialism and militarization jeopardizes international security. In the aftermath of the first Gulf War, the People's Liberation
Army, witnessing the strategic importance of those advanced military technologies
possessed by the United States, would reevaluate the importance of nuclear deterrence with respect to high-intensity conventional warfare and increased application
of technology [Allen et al., 1995, 31]. More recently, the U.S.-China Economic and
Review Commission reported that China plans to expand its signals intelligence capability through new space-based assets and is aggressively pursuing cyberwarfare
capabilities that would "reduce conventional U.S. military dominance" in a combat
situation [USCESRC, 2008]. The Commission reported that while Chinese policymakers have emphasized the peaceful quality of its 'peaceful rise,' that:
The international community focused on the "rise" as opposed to the
"peaceful" aspect of that policy, especially given China's military modernization program and its heavy investment in expanding and maintaining
its military capabilities. (232)
Chinese investment in technologies with inherent military application - particularly
space science and aerospace - has further prompted concerns that China seeks to
displace the US military hegemony. [USCESRC, 2008]
Fourth, China has resolved to conduct international applied research with "Chinese characteristics," requiring that investment in scientific research address technological challenges endogenous to China; such challenges are typically not unique to
a single country and of particular relevance internationally, particularly to developing nations in Southeast Asia and Africa. China has announced major initiatives

to address domestic challenges in its campaign to promote an harmonious society,
with applied research in such domains as clean energy and water; such innovations,
particularly in basic science, are of international importance and offer opportunities
for international partnership and collaboration; as one major example, successes in
genetic engineering in Chinese agriculture have been introduced in Africa through
China's $5-billion Development Fund for Africa [Hassan, 2007].
The scope, impact, and policy dynamics of science and engineering in China are
hence posed to significantly shape international scientific, political, and economic
dynamics in the decades ahead.

1.2

Organization

The remainder of this thesis analyzes the qualitative and quantitative data available
and literature on science and technology in China, both writ large and specific aspects.
Chapter 2, Historicaland InstitutionalSurvey, is comprised of an historical overview
of science and engineering practice in China, with particular emphasis on scientific
practice after the Chinese Civil War. The chapter describes scientific government
institutions, development through higher education institutions and research centers,
and science policy. Finally, the chapter analyzes issues in China documented by
the literature, such as domestic and international collaborative practice, quality of
research, and scientific fraud.
Chapter 3, Mapping China's Knowledge Production,examines two datasets: patents
of Chinese origin filed with the United States Patent and Trademark Office and publications authored or co-authored in Chinese institutions indexed in the expanded
Science Citation Index (SCI-Expanded).

Transient change in quantity as well as

quality and basicness indicators in multiple scientific fields is analyzed.
Chapter 4, Mapping High-Impact Research in China, specifically examines articles

published in Nature and Nature-affiliated journals. Nature, as a world-class, highimpact international journal based in the United Kingdom, is used as a source of
high-quality research.

Specifically, a citation analysis of China-authored and co-

authored papers is performed.
Finally, Chapter 5 concludes the thesis with a discussion of the current state of
Chinese research and future work.

Chapter 2
Historical and Institutional Survey
Modern scientific practice and institutional dynamics in China have been particularly
influenced by scientific policies and initiatives from the foundation of the People's Republic of China. This chapter provides an historical context of science and engineering
in China and current institutional dynamics and practice as documented by existing
literature.

2.1

Sociopolitical context

Technological advancements in ancient China paralleled those of the West, with the independent production of such inventions as paper, gunpowder, and the compass [Hall,
1968]. Yet as technology progressed in ancient China, scientific advancement was virtually static: mathematics "remained in an incomplete, pre-calculus state" with only
modest advancements in pure science [Chang and Lee, 1998], in stark contrast to
the symbiosis between scientific and technological advancement that developed in the
West.
Several explanations for the discontinuity have been published, and reflect cultural, sociopolitical, and economic characteristics [Chang and Lee, 1998]. Yu-Lan
Fung, a Chinese scholar studying at Columbia University, postulated in a 1922 paper

that China had no science, and moreover that this lack of science had cultural origin
in the traditional Chinese philosophies of Taoism, Maoism, and Confucianism, which
together suppressed interest in the material world in favor of an interest in seeking
and obtaining internal peace:
The Chinese philosophers... had no need of scientific certainty, because
it was themselves that they wished to know; so in the same way they
had no need for the power of science, because it was themselves that they
wished to conquer.

To them the content of wisdom is not intellectual

knowledge and its function is not to increase external goods. To Taoism,
external goods seem to be something that can only bring confusion to
man's mind. To Confucianism[... ] they are by no means the essentials of
human welfare. Then what is the use of science? [Chang and Lee, 1998]
The development of science in the West, Fung asserted, was largely a consequence
of Christianity in medieval Europe, which held human nature to be imperfect, indeed
"weak, foolish, and helpless," and not self-sufficient, requiring "artificial" technological development to ameliorate the perceived imperfections. Modern Western science
evolved from a philosophical endeavor - using Arisotelian logic and study of natural phenomena - to prove the existence of God. In contrast, Eastern philosophy
stipulated that man was self-sufficient; Confucianism taught that "all things are already in us; turn our attention to ourselves and find there this truth." Truth, then,
was perceived not by an empirical reality but by the individual, epitomizing scientific subjectivism, with an understanding of the external world not prerequisite to an
understanding of oneself.
Notably, Fung claims, scientific absolutism is not necessarily antithetical to traditional Chinese philosophy. Mo Tse, a preeminent fifth-century BCE Chinese philosopher and founder of Moism, taught of empirical truths and of an imperfect human
nature. Mo himself studied logic, optics, mechanics, and incorporated these into his

teachings. After his death in 391 BCE, a struggle between the Chinese philosophies
of Moism, Confucianism, and Taoism resulted in the collapse of Moism as a dominant philosophy; an antiintellectualist upheaval at the end of the Chin dynasty in
213 BCE, the Burning of Books and Burying of Scholars, resulted in its disappearance altogether. Fung speculates that had Moism survived, science would likely have
emerged in ancient China.
Chang and Lee (1998) offer additional explanations for the discontinuity between
science and technology in ancient China: originally proposed by Joseph Needham, an
entrenched feudal system prevented the rise of a merchant class to expedite technological development. Another explanation originally offered by Elvin (1973) postulated
that there existed no economic impetus for technological breakthrough in place of
inexpensive labor and transport [Elvin, 1973].

2.1.1

Contemporary history

Chung Yu Wang, a counselor and technical expert of the Academia Sinica in the
Republic of China, wrote in 1943 that in the twenty-five years preceding, China
had undergone a scientific transformation with a newfound enthusiasm toward the
pursuit of sciences. The first university had been established fifty years prior, in 1895
("wherein sciences were taught, of necessity, in a mediocre manner."). Wang wrote
that prior to 1912 "there were only a few insignificant so-called learned societies
of science".

The Academia Sinica was established as a government institution in

1927, and by 1936, there had been founded 53 institutes and societies for natural
sciences, and 69 for applied sciences, and 42 periodicals published in the Republic
of China. Prior to the second Sino-Japanese War, then underway, there were 42
universities amongst 108 tertiary institutes, and the proportion of students studying
pure or applied science had increased from 27% in 1928 to 43% in 1936. In particular,
Chinese scientists had made what Wang considered extraordinary accomplishments in

TIME PERIOD

ERA

1912-1949

Republic of China

1947-1957

Soviet influence

1957-1961

Great Leap Forward

1961-1966

Consolidation and Rationalization

1966-1969

Cultural Revolution

1969-1976

Maoist China

1976-1986

Restoration

1987-2005

Growth and modernization

2006-Present

Campaign for Harmonious Society

CHARACTERISTICS

Evidence of rapid scientific growth interrupted by
Japanese aggression during World War II, Chinese
Civil War
CAS modeled after Soviet All-Union Academy, rapid
expansion of scientific institutes but tensions between CPC/Soviet officials and scientists accustomed
to autonomy
Elimination of most basic research, scientific emphasis purely on economic advancement, appeal to science by the masses (e.g., Lysenkonism)
Depoliticization of science, transition to professional
science, few organizational changes
Mass closure of research institutes and universities,
abolishment of STC, reintroduction of science as a
mass movement, anti-science propaganda campaigns
Continued policies of Cultural Revolution era, with
gradual internal struggle within CPC concerning role
of science and technology.
Implementation of Four Modernizations, Western
collaboration, rapid scientific advancement
Emphasis on rapid economic growth at cost of increased economic disequity
Scientific development with emphasis on relieving
polarizations between urban and rural regions, promoting energy efficiency and environmental sustainability, political modernization

Table 2.1: Major eras of Chinese scientific development, based on [Suttmeier, 1975,
209]
geological research that alone "[demonstrated] the innate quality of Chinese mentality
for science." [Wang, 1943].
Seven years later, in 1950, the Communist Party of China (CPC) would rapidly
rise to power, a transformation that would lead to dramatic changes for China's
academic institutions. Upon seizing power, the party merged the Academia Sinica
- then the national epicenter for scientific research - with the National Academy of
Science of Beijing to form the Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS). Modeled after the
All-Union Academy of Sciences of the Soviet Union, it would oversee research divided
into five areas:

mathematics, physics, andt

chemistry; life scielnccs; earth sciences;

technical sciences; and social sciences.
CAS experienced rapid growth between 1952 and 1957, with the number of re-

search institutes increasing from 31 to 68 [Suttmeier, 1975]. In 1956, a 12-year science
and technology plan was announced, the product of the collaboration of 1,000 Chinese scientists [Audette, 1966]. While the ultimate success of the plan is debated,
its recommendations resulted in a total reorganization of the national scientific infrastructure. With the advent of the Great Leap Forward in 1958, CPC officials
established the Science and Technology Commission for the formation of science and
technology policy coordinated with philosophical party objectives. The commission
was staffed by non-scientist administrators and CPC officials who promoted a closer
relationship between research and needs of production; and disavowed scientific values
as bourgeois, preferring instead to relegate scientific judgment to the masses. Scientists were subjected to political pressures to mold their work to practical problems
of Chinese development. [Suttmeier, 1980] Basic research was essentially eliminated,
although certain developments announced in this era - for instance, the synthesis
of urea and the production of a high-resolution electron microscope - suggest the
existence of some basic research [Dean and Manfredo, 1973].
During this era, the concept of class-based science gained currency and would be
wielded against the scientific establishment through at varying intensity until the end
of the Cultural Revolution. This concept held that science, rather than being universal, has an inherent class nature as epitomized by mathematical and theoretical
abstraction that is inherently incompatible with socialist thought [Schneider, 2005,
12]. One example is the rise of Soviet Lysenkonism-Michurianism, a form of biology
and agriculture seeking to apply Marxism to the discipline of genetics developed by
the Soviet director of the All-Union Institute of Agricultural Sciences Trofim Denisovich Lysenko. Lysenkonism was diametrically-opposed to modern genetic studies: it
maintained that organisms were formed by extrinsic forces and that environmental
changes to an organism could be inherited. Genetics was considered the product
of a bourgeois-capitalist society, and thus could only be "idealist, formulist, and

metaphysical" [Schneider, 2005, 120]. In China, university faculty in genetics and
traditional biological sciences were required to study Michurianist biology, and by
1950, to denounce classical genetics in favor of Michurianist biology.
Following the Great Leap Forward and through the Sino-Soviet split of the early
1960s, scientific priorities briefly began to shift to prior dynamics, with continued
emphasis on production [Suttmeier, 1975]. Matters of academic research were delegated to scientific researchers, with the CPC controlling administrative procedure.
[Suttmeier, 1980]. By 1966, some reference to non-Communist Western research was
permitted in the research institutes [Oldham, 1965].
Also in 1966, the Great Proletariat Cultural Revolution began, and with it an
environment of fervent national anti-intellectualism. Soon thereafter, professional societies were abolished and the State Technology Council was eliminated in favor of
the politically-oriented Revolutionary Committee. Many research institutes were shut
down and scientists were sent to work in factories and fields [Suttmeier, 1980]. Scientific research with industrial application gave way to trial-and-error-based approaches
with immediate industrial benefit requiring no scientific acumen, the manifestation of
a proletariat science designed to overturn theories perceived as bourgeois. [Hu, 2004,
313-314]
Published papers were often political propaganda, and few were published in Western journals. Those publications that were published internationally would often extol
the superiority of its "proletariat science" in, for instance, developing technologies for
earthquake prediction (and promptly dismissed in the West as pseudoscience:
Chinese seismologists claimed that the 4 February 1975 Haicheng (magnitude = 7.3) earthquake was successfully predicted and that "very few
people were killed". However, an official publication in 1988 states there
were 1328 deaths and 16,980 injured. This disparity casts doubt on claims
for the Haicheng prediction. China's Cultural Revolution was still taking

place in 1975.

An American delegation's report captures the remark-

able atmosphere: "Earthquake prediction was not a minor experiment.
... Indeed, belief in earthquake prediction was made an element of ideological orthodoxy that distinguished the true party liners from right wing
deviationists." [Geller et al., 1997]
The negative attitude toward scientific thought can be illustrated by the organized
state attacks upon Einstein's Theory of Relativity designed to "destroy thoroughly
the bourgeois intellectuals' rule in politics, in thought, and in theories in order to
consolidate the proletarian dictatorship against the bourgeoisie in the realm of natural science" [Hu, 2004, 314]. This campaign involved the creation of a "Relativity
Criticism Office" within the CAS, the equation of defending relativity with treason,
and the promotion of theories consistent with the Committee's philosophy over the
ardent objection of scientists.
Higher education during this era was severely disrupted with almost all secondary
and tertiary institutions shut down; universities would remain closed through 1972 1,
and even then they would only remain open to workers, peasants, and soldiers with
admission based primarily on political credentials. Only primary schools would remain open through the Cultural Revolution, and even then new teachers were selected
solely on the basis of their political credentials [Deng and Treiman, 1997, 399-400].
Despite its devastating effect on tertiary scholarship, there is evidence that the
Cultural Revolution had beneficial consequences on elementary and secondary education in rural regions. Guo (1997) posits that during this time period, rural primary
school enrollment increased by 50%, and junior middle school enrollment by 1300%.
"It is hard to deny that 'especially in education, the dominant thrust of the 1970s
'There is some disagreement in the literature respecting access to tertiary education prior to the
Cultural Revolution. For instance, Suttmeier writes that "Perhaps the most radical innovation [of
the Cultural Revolution] was opening up higher education on a large scale to workers and peasants"
[Suttmeier, 1980, 34), while Deng states that the "Open the Door of High Education to Workers and
Peasants" (397) began in 1953 [well before the cultural revolution] and that by 1965 these students
comprised 71% of tertiary students. [Deng and Treiman, 1997, 400]

was in the direction of a more egalitarian distribution of resources and outcomes.' "
In contrast, post-Mao policies for thirty years thereafter (until the 11th Five Year
Guidelines in 2006) would "emphasize... efficiency over fairness" and, under Deng
Xiaoping theory, primary and middle school enrollment would fall [Guo, 2007]. At
the end of the Cultural Revolution, per capita income in rural provinces was about
that of urban areas; by 1989 it would decrease to 77% of urban provinces2 [Chen and
Feng, 2000].
By 1975, as the revolution was starting to wane, Zhou Enlai, then the Premier of
China, introduced the Four Modernizations, a strategy designed to transform China
into an economic power through accelerated development in agriculture, industry,
technology, and defense; the strategy was obstructed by the Gang of Four, which
had since risen to power, and could not be effectively implemented until the political
downfall of the Gang of Four in 1976. [Suttmeier, 1980]
The end of the Cultural Revolution ended two decades of stagnated scientific
progress, and it is then that the four modernizations began in earnest, as did the rapid
scientific and technical modernization that continued uninterrupted into the present
era. Soon after the arrest of the Gang of Four, academic collaboration between the
US and China, through the United States Committee on Scholarly Communication
with the PRC, began to become fruitful [Smith, 1998].
In 1978, the Central Committee of the CPC organized the first National Science Conference, where party leaders announced the central role of science in developing China into a socialist economic power by the beginning of the 21st century
[Suttmeier, 1980]. Policies of the Cultural Revolution were denounced, scientists were
reinstated or sent to study in the West, and foreign scholars were invited to China. A
more specific eight-year plan emphasized eight "comprehensive scientific and technical
spheres": agriculture, energy, materials science, lasers, space science and technology,
2Despite

the disparity, per capita GDP increased by 200.% in the inner provinces used in the

study, compared to 329% for coastal areas (urban centers).

high-energy physics, and genetic engineering. Basic scientific research was to be permitted, and Chinese scientists were to be given access to Western research via the
reintroduction of the 'Open Door' policy [Tsou, 1998].
The early 1980s saw a transition from a state-controlled research apparatus to a
"responsibility system," whereby research institutes gained autonomy to hire staff and
contract tasks to industry, under the supposition that the research institutes may become self-supporting. The transition did not apply to basic research endeavors, which
continued to receive competitive government funding through a new government institution, the National Natural Science Foundation of China, founded in 1986 for this
purpose. The state's research emphasis was unambiguously toward applied, rather
than basic, research; the Constitution of the People's Republic of China, ratified in
1982, then asserted the role of science and technology 3:
The basic task of the nation in the years to come is to concentrate its
effort on socialist modernization. Under the leadership of the Communist
Party of China and the guidance of Marxism-Leninism and Mao Zedong
Thought, the Chinese people of all nationalities will continue to adhere to
the people's democratic dictatorship and follow the socialist road, steadily
improve socialist institutions, develop socialist democracy, improve the
socialist legal system and work hard and self-reliantly to modernize industry, agriculture, national defense and science and technology step by
step to turn China into a socialist country with a high level of culture and
democracy. [People's Republic of China, 1993]
At this time, economic policies through the command economy would adopt a
"short-cut strategy of modernization," emphasizing basic education and limited science and technology with direct application to industrial modernization (particularly
The extent to which applied research is reflected in publication indicators is discussed in Chapter 3.
3

heavy industry); development in such fields as statistics, finance, and entrepreneurship would lag considerably [Naughton, 1996, 37].

2.1.2

Economic Reform (1985 - present)

Scientific development in mid-to-late-1980s China is characterized by rapid scientific
and technological modernization, a characterization that has persisted to the present
era. This modernization has been marked by increased investments in both physical
and human capital; increased enrollment in education, particularly tertiary education;
and implementation of policies formulated to reduce the knowledge production gap
between China and Western nations; and promotion of technological advancement as
a fundamental strategy for economic growth.
The Chinese government implemented a series of strategic policy reforms were in
the mid 1980s; in 1985, the CPC Central Committee issued one such policy, Decision
on the Reform of the Science and Technology Management System (Figure 2-1), which
linked national research and development to socioeconomic advancement [Frame and
Narin, 1987] and provided increased autonomy to research bodies, acknowledging
"the state undertaking too much and exercising too rigid a control" and encouraging
technology transfer within the economy through research organizations, production
units, and agriculture. The policy introduced the commoditization of scientific information and economic incentive for technology transfer[Canada IDRC and SSTC,
1997, 45] rather than through the fiat mechanisms of the command economy. Later
that year, China would reform its patent and trademark law to encourage innovation
and stimulate imports of foreign technologies. [Frame and Narin, 1987]
In 1986, the first year of the seventh Five Year Plan, the Ministry of Science
and Technology (then the State Science and Technology Commission) implemented
the 863 Program, The National Hi-tech Research and Development Program, as an
extension of the Four Modernizations for the sixth Five Year Plan. (A summary of

I Modern science and technology constitute the most dynamic and decisive factors in the new
productive forces.... We should reform Chinas science and technology management system
resolutely and step by step in accordance with the strategic principals that our economic
construction rely on science and technology and that our scientific and technological work must
be oriented to economic construction... [I]t entails reforming the funding system, exploiting
the technology market and overcoming the defects of relying on purely administrative means
in science and technology management, with the state undertaking too much and exercising
too rigid a control.
II Funding for research institutes should be reformed so as to practise classified management
over the operating expenses which is suited to different types of scientific and technological
activities.
III We should promote the commercialization of technological achievements and exploit the technology market so as to suit the needs of the socialist commodity economy.
IV In restructuring the science and technology system, emphasis should be placed on encouraging
partnership between research, educational and designing institutions on the one hand and
production units on the other and on strengthening the enterprises capability for technology
absorption and development.
V The management system in agricultural science and technology should be reformed so as to
serve the restructuring of the rural economy and facilitate its conversion to specialization,
commercialization and modernization.
VI To ensure sustained progress in economic and scientific and technological development, it is
necessary to deploy our scientific research forces rationally and in depth.
VII More decision-making power should be granted to research institutes, and micromanagement
of scientific and technological work by government organs should be improved.
VIII Opening to the outside world and establishing contact with other countries is a basic and
long-term policy in Chinas scientific and technological development.
IX Management of scientific and technological personnel should be reformed to create a situation
favourable to the emergence of large numbers of talented people who can put their specialized
knowledge to best use.

Figure 2-1: Text of the 1985 Decision on the Reform of the Science and Technology
Management System [Canada IDRC and SSTC, 1997, Box 2]
major programs is provided in Table 2.2.) The 863 Program would accelerate hightech development in China by supporting technological development in several fields
deemed to be of strategic importance. Under the program, key projects in these fields
would be funded by the government and managed by an expert panel.
Also in 1986, the State Council established the National Natural Science Foundation of China and the National Natural Science Fund to promote basic scientific
research in China in fields of strategic importance.
By 1987, scientific output had sustained rapid growth; Frame and Narin then

YEAR

NAME

1986

National High-Tech R&D Program (863 Program)
Project 211

SSTC

1997

National Basic Research Program (Project 973)

SSTC

1998

Project for Founding WorldClass Universities (Project 863)
Project 111

MoE

1996

2006

MINISTRY

MoE

MoE

OBJECTIVES

Stimulation of advanced technologies in key technical fields
Strenghtening of top (ca.) 100
universities
Development of basic research
that complements strategic national objectives
Development of world-class universities
Recruiting 1,000 overseas talents
from top 100 universities worldwide

Table 2.2: A summary of major science and technology programs. SSCI=State Science and Technology Commission (predecessor to the Ministry of Science and Technology); MoE=Ministry of Education.

observed that contemporary policies and initiatives indicated "a strong desire on
the part of Chinese researchers to enter the mainstream" and predicted that China
would likely become a significant scientific power "in a matter of a few decades."
Nonetheless, it was still sustained that China's lack of wealth - and thus access
to modern scientific and training facilities - combined with drastic damage to the
scientific infrastructure sustained during the Cultural Revolution contributed to a
the mall number of mainstream publications produced this era. [Frame and Narin,
1987]
While government investment in science, technology, and education would increase during this period, the share of direct governmental investment relative to
that of private sources would decrease from 42% in 1988 to 28% in 1994. With the
encouragement of the central government, universities would begin in 1991 to establish enterprises. By 1990, private enterprise would constitute the primary source of
research funding [Liu and White, 2001, 1102]. In contrast, funding from private enterprise constituted less than 10% of research expenditures in the United States and
Japan [Hong, 2008].
Under the policies of the seventh and eighth FYPs, state investment in science,

technology, and education would increase over the following decade. Enrollment in
institutes of higher education would increase 70% to 2.9 million, and research output
in ISI-indexed journals would increase 232%.

(In contrast, the UK output would

increase by 34%, comparable to growth observed in other Western countries over this
period.) Funding for basic research increased 475% [LiYao, 2007].
Two notable policies developed for the ninth Five Year Plan (1996-2000) were
Project 211 and the 973 Program. Project 211, an implement of the Ministry of
Education, would bring the top 100 (approximately) universities to par with international standards; these universities would undergo enhancement of laboratory and
instructional facilities, expansion of enrollment, and technological investment including Internet connectivity (with the Internet then in its infancy). Project 211 would
require university research to emphasize core areas of strategic importance, with commercialization encouraged. The 973 Program, or National Basic Research Program,
was implemented through MoST, and endorsed by Premier Zhu Rongji, to encourage
basic research in areas of strategic interest. Basic research proposals funded under
the 973 Program would receive 10-15 times the funding normally allocated through
the National Natural Science Foundation. [Lei, 1998].
The period from 1996 to 2006 is marked by rapid economic growth; increased
investment In science, technology, and education; and increased knowledge production. ISI-indexed publications increased sixfold in this period, from 15,343 to 91,915;
higher education also increased by a factor of six to 17.39 million. Funding of higher
education increased fourfold to RMB 982. Project 985, implemented in 1998, was designed to propel a small number of top Chinese universities into world-class institutes.
China's rank in number of international papers improved to fifth.
Regionally, economic growth was largest in the coastal provinces with respect to
the interior provinces, with increasing disparity. Between 1977 and 1989, per capita
income in three coastal and interior provinces increased from -0.9% to 29.7%. Chen

and Feng found that sincethe coastal provinces were better situated to participate in
foreign trade and that coastal provinces had produced more human capital as measured by enrollment in tertiary, as well as primary and secondary, education. Moreover, state-owned enterprises were found to grow at a significantly lower rate than
private enterprises (110% increase in output value from 1978-1994, versus 3,100% for
other enterprises over the same period); such non-state enterprises were more likely
to form in the coastal provinces, contributing to higher growth. [Chen and Feng,
2000]. Hong suggested that a 1994 initiave to merge and decentralize institutions
- with 103 institutions combining to form 42 by 1996, and 612 to 250 by 2000 contributed to the disparity by allowing coastal regions to benefit from a centralized
knowledge transfer network while marginalizing interior regions without access to this
core. Hong suggests that "tacit knowledge" is accumulated in learning regions from
the interdependence of social and institutional assets, and that several studies have
found that since such assets are not transferable to less favored regions, that "less
favored regions are often locked in their development trajectories that are predetermined by their irreversible past," although other studies have found an overemphasis
of this tacit knowledge. [Hong, 2008]
Hong classifies provinces and munincipalities into six categories (Fig. 1) based on
transient expansiveness and attractiveness trends (Figure 2-2 for provinces surveyed
in [Chen and Feng, 2000]):

Declining center Beijing is classified as the declining center of the Chinese knowledge production center: while from 1985-2004 it remained the major knowledge
producer, its role as the major producer of knowledge declined relative to other
provinces over this period.

Exporters contain established universities and are primarily exporters of knowledge;
industries in these provinces do not generally "reach out for academic advice"
36

Figure 2-2: Classification of provinces and municipalities
in [Hong, 2008]
Active generalists are both major production centers
and major importers of knowledge.
Self-Sustainers are self-sustaining, but knowledge
transfer primarily takes place
within the province, with little external transfer.
Only the northeast province
of Heilongjiang represents this special case.
Importers have few university resources; industry
in these provinces tend to import
knowledge from outside.
Isolates have few university resources, and industry
in these provinces lack access
to outside knowledge.
As evident in Figure 2-2, knowledge production
centers tend to be localized in
the coastal regions and the southeast; inland
areas, in contrast, tend to be more
isolated from the knowledge production infrastructure.
This regional inequity tends
to be of particular political concern to the central
government as it suggests the

potential for political instability cite[Chen and Feng, 2000]; indeed, it was wealth
disparity that had spurred the 1966 Cultural Revolution. Until 2006, five-year plans
had been guided by the 1980s policy of Deng Xiopang that allowed some to "get
rich first," a cornerstone of "socialism with Chinese characteristics." The 11th Five
Year Guidelines (2006-2010), in contrast, represented a "complete transformation of
China's social and economic development mode," with emphasis on common prosperity with the objective of long-term social stability and security, accomplished in part
through spreading development gains through historically-underdeveloped, primarily
rural, regions [The Central People's Government of the PRC, 2005].
In addition to promoting economic development of traditionally-rural areas of the
country, the 11th Five Year Guidelines represented a significant departure from earlier
plans in its emphasis on harmonization. The term 'guideline' was used in place of
'plan' to emphasize its strategic and macroscopic purpose as opposed to the more
specific 'plans' of the Soviet Union. The Guidelines were unique in incorporating the
principle that economic growth need not equal economic development:

It will, for the first time, incorporate the idea that economic growth does
not equal economic development, economic development does not necessarily result in society's development and that growth is not the goal,
but the means of development. [The Central People's Government of the
PRC, 2005]

Whereas the tenth FYP expected "relatively-rapid development," the eleventh
Five Year Guidelines qualified an expectation of "steady and relatively-rapid development," suggesting decreased growth. [Fan, 2006]
The Guidelines continued to emphasize economic growth that considers "welfare
of disadvantaged people and environmental concerns" [Fan, 2006] and scientific development the engine of a "harmonious socialist society" - as defined by Prime Minister

Wen Jiabao, socioeconomic conditions marked by "prioritizing employment, social security, poverty, health care, environmental protection, and safety". China utilization
of its enormous human capital in the low-tech manufacturing sector has produced
inefficiencies and increased the wealth differential: while scientific and technological
advancement had resulted in unprecedented economic growth, the majority of the
population - particularly in rural regions - have benefited far less than their urban
counterparts. Meanwhile, increased demand for natural resources, including energy
and water supplies, became serious impediments to growth.

The socioeconomic strategy reflected in the 11th FYG implements the "Scientific
Development Concept" promoted specifically by Hu Jintao to, inter alia, "combine[]
efforts to bring into play the role of science and technology with efforts to bring into
play the advantages of human resources." [Fewsmith, 2004]. This strategy is specifically integrated into scientific and technological policy: in 2006, China implemented
a new 15-year plan, the Medium- to Long-Term Plan for the Development of Science
and Technology (MLP), which called for China to position itself to become a world
leader in science and technology by 2050, to increase by 90% its investment in research
and development as a function of GDP, to limit reliance on foreign technologies, and
to identify research areas of strategic importance [Cao et al., 2006]. Cao et al. posit
that the MLP can be viewed as an experiment by which the Chinese strategy of directing scientific and technological progress can be evaluated: "China is in a race to
acquire the knowledge and wealth necessary to solve or ameliorate its problems before
they become overwhelming. The MLP represents a strategy for winning that race and
ensuring the country's long-term competitiveness in the face of the rapid and dramatic changes happening in the world of S&T" The plan gives priority to technologies
such as renewable energy, water management, and environmental protection.

Figure 2-3: Hierarchy of selected major scientific agencies.

2.2

Institutional Organization

Science and technology is ultimately directed by the National Steering Group for Science, Technology and Education (also translated as the National Science, Technology,
and Education Leadership Group and the Leading Group on Science and Education,
but distinct from the State Leading Group for Science and Technology), a committee
of the State Council. Founded in 1998, the steering group included then-Premier
Zhu Rongji, himself an electrical engineer [Gill, 1993], who remains its chairman.
Its membership consists primarily of State Council members and Party officials, as
well as CAS/MoST officers (who may additionally be Party officials). The group has
broad control over the State's entire science and technology machinery, including that
of industrial enterprises, the National Academies, and academic institutions; consistent with the demands of a "socialist market economy," China has exercised limited
control over private enterprise 4
4

The state does, however, impose requirements on enterprise: Article 19 of the Law of the People's
Republic of China on Science and Technology Progress (LPRCSTP) requires enterprises to "carry

out technological transformation and equipment renewal, upgrade their scientific management level
and assimilate and develop new technology so as to strengthen their market competitiveness"; Article

2.2.1

Ministry of Education

The Ministry of Education is one of two ministries of the National Steering Group
for Science, Technology and Education, the other being the Ministry of Science and
Technology. MoE was established as the State Education Commission in 1985 as
part of an educational reform encouraged by Deng Xiaopang; this reform would impose a nine-year compulsory education requirement and reformation of secondary and
tertiary education [Tsang, 2000].
MoE directs the entire educational apparatus in China, including primary and
secondary schools and institutes of higher education. At the primary and secondary
levels, MoE certifies faculty, organizes standard curricula, and directs standards. Individual provinces and municipalities, however, may direct local policies and programs;
MoE has relinquished control of most higher education institutes [Finnish National
Board of Education, 2007].
The central government together with provincial governments are the predominant
funding source of higher education institutions, although the proportion of government funding across all higher educational institutions has declined between 1986 to
1997 from 76.5% of revenue to 53.6%. Compulsory education, in contrast, is financed
primarily by local governments (which as [Guo, 2007] indicates, exacerbated regional
gaps in public primary education in rural provinces - in 1993, non-salary spending in
Anhui and Hubei provinces was $0.52 per student per year; in Shanghai, spending
was $25 per student per year.).
Since 1999, MoE has overseen a sixfold increase in undergraduate and graduate
enrollment, a consequence of initiatives set forth in the 9th FYP (1996-2000). The
MOE would implement two major policies, Project 211 and Project 985 (discussed
earlier), designed to strengthen and expand the top universities; from 1997-2005,
55 requires enterprises to allocate "a certain percentage of the newly added profit generated from the
application of scientific and technological achievements to reward individuals who have accomplished
the technological achievements."
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Figure 2-4: Decrease in government funding with the marketization of higher education [Qiping and White, 1994] in the early 1990s.

the number of universities and colleges would increase by 16%; short-term colleges
and tertiary vocational colleges, in contrast, would increase by 223% and 1050%
respectively. [Li et al., 20081.
The objective of common prosperity central to the 11th Five Year Guidelines
places new responsibilities on the Ministry of Education, with education (along with
science) specifically designated as the means to rejuvenate the country. Strategically,
the CPC does not believe that China will be able to continue to manufacture laborintensive products, and intends to transition to technologically-advanced development
such as computer technology design [The Central People's Government of the PRC,
2005] [Li et al., 2008, 29. This strategy inherently requires a large educated labor
market which, particularly in rural provinces, is lacking. Under the auspices of the
11th FYG, the duration of compulsory education is to be extended [The Central
People's Government of the PRC, 2005] and total higher education enrollment is to
reach 25% of each entering age cohort, reaching 30 million (enrollment in 2005 was
15.6 million) [Li et al., 2008]. Pursuant to the FYG objective of harmonizing the

dichotomies formed by wealth and region, educational equity in the form of equal
access to higher education is emphasized through student loans and fee waivers for
rural students [Guo, 2007], open recruitment, and creating employment for university
graduates.

2.2.2

Ministry of Science and Technology

The Ministry of Science and Technology (MoST) was formed from the State Science
and Technology Commission in 1998 (per Zhu Lilan, who became the first Minister
of Science and Technology upon this transition, there is "no essential difference" between the two entities [Normile and Lei, 1999]) as part of a larger reorganization of
government institutions [Gan, 1998]. Its responsibilities include formulating national
science and technology policies, overseeing national programs, allocating governmental science and technology resources, and increasing science and technology investment
through various channels. It is also responsible for the formulation, organization, and
implementation of state science and technology programs. With the major exception of the Natural Science Foundation of China, which uses a peer-review system
to allocate funding for basic research, MoST directly allocates governmental research
expenditures to projects [Xin, 2006b].
In formulating policies, MoST has been criticized for lack of transparency, for exercising excessive control over scientists, and for excessive bureaucracy; for instance,
implementing the Medium- to Long-Term Plan for the Development of Science and
Technology involved 2000 scientists over three years at a cost of $10 million. When
Nature published criticism from three prominent Chinese scientists who recommended
MoST be stripped of budgetary authority in favor of peer-reviewed grants and alleged
waste and lack of accountability, MoST responded by forbidding distribution of the
issue containing the criticism and by removing the scientists from working groups
[Nature editors, 2005; Xin, 2006a]. The ministry has also been criticized for assess-

ing scientific productivity through arbitrary and ultimately deleterious metrics [Xin,
2006b], thereby tacitly encouraging academic misconduct, a topic that will be pursued
further in the next section.

2.2.3

State Council institutes

The State Council includes four organizations specifically dedicated to scientific and
technological advancement: the Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS), the Chinese
Academy of Social Science (CASS), the National Natural Science Foundation of China
(NSFC), and the Chinese Academy of Engineering (CAE).

Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS)
The Chinese Academy of Sciences - the parent institute of ninety research institutions, two universities, twelve management organizations, and a staff of 45,600 (67%
comprised of scientific personnel) - was formed in 1949 from the Academia Sinica
in Nanjing and the National Academy of Sciences in Beijing [Suttmeier, 1980, 31].
The domain of CAS is largely unchanged from its original mission of 1950, with the
notable exception of social sciences. CAS aims to promote scientific and technological
development, particularly in areas that cater to China's economic growth or address
issues pertaining to science and technology.
Figure 2-5 illustrates the number of research papers published per year by the
CAS, versus China nationally. The number of publications has increased less rapidly
than the national average: in 1998, CAS-authored publications represented 30.% of
internationally-indexed publications, decreasing to 20.% in 2004.
CAS has signed agreements for scientific cooperation with local governments, enterprises, universities, and research organizations, consistent with Article 18, which
provides that enterprises should be encouraged to cooperate with research institutes.
In 2005, enterprises achieved sales of 41.42B RMB . CAS has also invested in enter-

Figure 2-5: CAS publication output compared with all Chinese publications.

CAS

institutes and universities produce 15-20% of Chinese research publications. (Data
from [Chinese Academy of Sciences, 2006])
prises, realizing a total of 123B RMB [Chinese Academy of Sciences, 2006].

Chinese Academy of Social Sciences (CASS)
The Chinese Academy of Social Sciences (CASS) is the CAS analogue for social
sciences with authority in the fields of economics, law studies, sociology, and international relations. The objective of the CASS is to become:
a research center for Marxism-Leninism, Mao Zedong thought and Deng
Xiaoping theory, a research center for economic reform and development,
a research center for socialist democracy, legal system and social development, a research center for Chinese nation's civilization and socialist
culture, and a research center for the theory of international issues and
strategy, as well as an important base for training and bringing up firstclass talents in social sciences and the humanities and highly-qualified
personnel in management. [Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, 2009]

Like CAS, and unlike the other State Council institutions, CASS directly contains
research institutes (totaling 30) that directly conduct state-sponsored research.

National Natural Science Foundation of China (NSFC)
Modeled after the National Science Foundation in the United States [United States
Embassy in Beijing, 2002], the National Natural Science Foundation of China (NSFC
or NNSF 5 ) supports basic and applied basic research. Unlike CAS, it contains no
research institutes itself, but rather provides financial support to organizations (primarily universities) for specific projects. Prior to the creation of the NSFC in 1986,
basic research projects were independently funded by institutional budgets, the source
of which would vary by institution. The creation of NNSF provided a platform for
peer-reviewed, competitive funding in Chinese basic research.
Funding for basic research is primarily derived from the National Science Fund
pursuant to Article 29 of the LPRCSTP. In 2006, the most recent year for which
statistics are published, 77% of the RMB 2.68B fund was allocated to universities,
with 22% allocated to NAS/NASS institutions. About 17% of grant applications were
successful, a proportion relatively static since 2001.
Funding for basic research is primarily derived from the National Science Fund
pursuant to Article 29 of the LPRCSTP. In 2006, the most recent year for which
statistics are published, 77% of the 2.68B Yuan fund was allocated to universities,
with 22% allocated to NAS/NASS institutions. About 17% of grant applications were
successful, a proportion that has remained substantively unchanged since 2001.

Chinese Academy of Engineering
The Chinese Academy of Engineering, unlike the Chinese Academy of Science, does
not itself perform or fund research, nor does it oversee research institutes directly;
SThe acronym NSFC is used by the foundation itself and in this document, but NNSF is often
seen in the literature.

instead, its membership is called upon to guide China's national engineering strategy
and promote engineering science. Unlike CAS, CAE does not operate research institutes; instead, research is largely conducted at independent universities. The CAE
neither directly oversees nor funds this research.
Membership in the CAE is considered the "highest honor in the community of
engineering and technical services of the nation." The CAE currently consists of 698
members, including 125 senior members. A majority of members (54%) have studied
abroad.

2.3

Scientific Practice in China

Scientific practice is characterized by norms in collaboration practice, education,
and policies applied to researchers and institutions. Contemporary practice it for
central government investment in "big science," particularly ambitious and often
internationally-collaborative research, with publications outside this scope generally
of low impact. Policies are implemented to increase the quantity of indexed publications, policies which may be inadvertently conducive to fraudulent practice.

2.3.1

International Collaboration

With the implementation of the 1978 Open Door Policy following the political downfall of the Gang of Four, Western researchers began to one again collaborate with
Chinese researchers; the U.S.-China Joint Commission on Science and Technology
would be formed in 1979 as a vehicle for the two governments to oversee the exchange. Simultaneously, China would also establish economic, industrial, and commercial partnerships with the West, of which scientific policy was constituent.

International study
The collaboration allowed for Chinese students to study abroad in Western nations;
between 1978 and 1993, 80,000 students and scholars were sent abroad for advanced
study, primarily to the United States, of whom 20,000 returned to China.

This

"brain drain" phenomenon appears to have its origins in the 1989 Tiananmen incident;
a survey of Chinese students studying in the United States in late 1989 found a
general discomfort in Chinese reforms, concern regarding the political situation, and
willingness to remain abroad "until the political situation improves" if not indefinitely.
Chang and Deng stipulated that this initial concern would pose long-term effects:
For Beijing, [the situation suggested by the survey results] suggests a
serious problem. Most individuals who have left China are young and
among its best and brightest. Despite China's great demands for highlevel manpower in its organization, it is now difficult to predict when the
students will come back, or even if they will come back at all. Interestingly,
when students are leaving China, many are apparently not preparing to
return. [Chang and Deng, 1992, 45]
In interviewing 150 Chinese students (60% of whom would elect to stay abroad for
at least 2-3 years past their training), Chang and Deng would identify other factors
encouraging students to stay abroad, including family encouragement to stay abroad;
prevalent individualism present in Occidental culture; adoption of Western political
philosophies; greater material wealth abroad; and resentment of Chinese tactics 'forcing' students studying abroad to return (for instance, by limiting passport extension
or refusing to allow the student's spouse to go abroad). [Chang and Deng, 1992]
This 'brain drain' would become contentious to Chinese officials, and the CPC
would pass Article 43 of the LPRCSTP, stipulating that "The State shall encourage overseas scientific and technical workers to return to the motherland".

China

Figure 2-6: Number of Chinese students abroad and returning per year.

would abandon "severe" tactics borne to induce resentment in favor of implementing
mechanisms in the State machinery specifically designed with encouragement aforethought: for instance, the NSFC manages the National Science Fund for Distinguished
Young Scholars to "encourage and attract Chinese scholars working abroad to work
in China," the MoE manages the 111 Program to attract researchers from top institutions internationally, and the 985 Program to develop world-class universities
domestically, mitigating the need for international study.
The decline in the number of overseas students after 2002 (Figure 2-6) has been
attributed to at least two major factors, with both relating to drastically-altered
political and economic landscape since the Tiananmen incident. First, more than
a decade of unprecedented economic growth allowed China to offer competitive or
superior facilities to those once exclusive to industrialized nations, and China has
been aggressive in encouraging foreign Chinese scientists to return. Second, American
immigration policies formed in the interest of national security after the September 11,
2001 terrorist attacks have hindered the ability for Chinese and other international
students to obtain American visas for advanced study. A survey of 400 Chinese

professors, of whom 76 provided responses, indicated that the latter situation is being
overwhelmingly perceived as damaging to Sino-US scientific relationship [Zhang and
He, 2004]. In 2004, Zhu Zoyan, vice president of the NNSF, agreed that American
policies were making it "very difficult to get visas", but simultaneously expressed
ambivalence to American immigration policies, remarking that "at least more and
more excellent students stay in China." [Breithaupt and Hadley, 2004].
The United States National Science Foundation, however, indicates that between
2002 and 2005, upward of nine in ten doctoral graduates from China studying in the
United States reported plans to remain in the United States, with six in ten having
accepted postgraduate employment in the United States, although this percentage
dropped from 1998-2001. While the NSF reports that international students planning to remain in the United States declined after 2001, it reports recovery in 2005
[National Science Board, 2008, 2-6].

Consortia involvement
The Human Genome Project represents a pivotal example of international collaboration. In 1998, China joined the Human Genome Sequencing Consortium (HGSC)
alongside France, Germany, Great Britain, Japan, and the United States. Through
the establishment of the Beijing and Shanghai Human Genome Centers, China was
able to contribute 1% of the published sequence, and in 2003 contributed to the International Hap Map Project and the International Rice Genome Sequencing Project.
The Beijing and Shanghai Human Genome Centers, institutes within CAS, in conjunction with several universities in mainland China and Hong Kong, contributed
10% of the human genome for the International Hap Map Project, an endeavor to
identify shared DNA sequences across ethnic populations [Lakhan, 2006].
China's involvement in the HGSC was considered especially notable in several
respects. First, China, as the only developing country to participate in the consor50

tium, overcame both international and domestic skepticism to become recognized as a
major force in biotechnological research. Second, the project provided a springboard
for further biotechnological research, including transgenic plant breeding as a major
engineering program. Third, it served as a topic of national pride in the scientific establishment, notably including rural areas where the scientific reputation had still not
fully recovered from the Cultural Revolution (which had ended twenty years prior).

Climate Change
China has collaborated in several international consortia concerning climate change
since 1990, including the Earth Science Systems Partnership, World Climate Research Programme, and Global Climate Observing System. In June 2007, MoST,
CAS, NSFC, and twelve other State Council agencies jointly issued a report acknowledging urgent science and technology demands in response to global climate change.
The report emphasized the need for international scientific cooperation and promotion
of technology transfer, and objective of "[taking] the lead in launching international
cooperative programsas appropriate to enhance the climate change research opportunities."

In 2008, the European Union and China jointly formed the EU-China

Partnership on Climate Change to develop clean energy production and renewable
energy sources through the newly-established Euro-Chinese Institute for Clean and
Renewable Energy.
As a component of the objective of shared prosperity, the 11th Five Year Guidelines placed renewed emphasis on environmental research and protection. The pursuit
of rapid economic growth had previously resulted in environmental concerns being
ignored and lax environmental regulation, resulting in severe environmental damage:
for instance, 46.5 of national rivers and upward of 90% of urban aquatic systems
were contaminated [Zeng and Tao, 2008]. The 11th Five Year Plan requires reduced
energy and water consumption per capita, in addition to reforestation (from 18% to
51

Figure 2-7: Funding sources by research sector (left) actual, (right) proportional.
[Ministry of Science and Technology, 2007]

20% of land) by 2010. Simultaneously, the central government had increased environmental scientific and technological research from 47.6 billion RMB from 1986 through
1990, to 700 RMB from 2001-2005; it is predicted to invest 1.375 trillion RMB from
2006-2010 in environmental research. [Zeng and Tao, 2008].

2.3.2

Domestic practice

Funding for research and development is derived primarily from government, business, and other sources; with research institutes (primarily under CAS and CASS),
businesses, and universities representing the performance sectors at which research is
performed. In 2007, total research and development expenditures totaled RMB 300
billion ($43.5 billion). Of this amount, 65% was transferred from business to business,
signifying reinvestment. The gross domestic research expenditures are illustrated in
Figure 2-7.

Fraud
Several high-profile incidents of academic misconduct have been reported in the popular and academic publications, as have allegations of a more pervasive culture of
dishonesty within China's higher education system and research institutes. Wilsdon
and Keeley suggest that a myriad of factors were responsible: a system intolerant
of failure6 , scientists - particularly younger scientists - being granted large salaries
and prestigious titles to return to China from abroad (with the tacit expectation
of a favorable return on the State's investment), the power and prestige associated
with success vis-h-vis the prospect of permanent expulsion from the Chinese scientific community for failure. Science reported in 2006 that these latter sanctions had
driven several Chinese scientists to suicide. Projects that do not show quantitative
results - a certain number of citation-indexed publications - are terminated. Another
analysis [Xin, 2006a] illustrates the combination of pressure: a student may require
two citation-indexed publications to earn a Ph.D., and receive "hundreds of dollars"
for each such publication - as being conducive to dishonesty: a survey published in
the China Daily found 60% of PhD holders admitted to paying to be published in an
academic journal.
In May 2006, a high-profile case of academic fraud emerged when it was discovered a prominent researcher had been falsified research on a major government
project involving microchip fabrication - he had simply placed his company's logo on
a commercially-produced microchip. Later that year, the NSFC accused 60 scientists
funded by the foundation over a seven-year period of academic dishonesty; scientists
were accused of such misconduct as adding nonexistent scientists to a grant application and translating and submitting for publication an American graduate thesis.
6

Zhu Lilan, the first Minister of Science and Technology, stated in an interview for Science: "We
will say, 'The state has given you scores of billions of yuan. How many scientific achievements have
you made? How many technological innovations have you made? If you have filed no patents and
published no papers in Science, you will be held responsible!' " [Normile and Lei, 1999]

FIELD

CITATION RANKING

CITATION/PAPER RANKINGa

Chemistry
Clinical medicine
Economics

6
19
8

10b
20
8

Engineering

5

17

Geosciences
Mathematics
Physics
Space science
All fields

8
4
8
15
10c

18
17
20
20
18

aChina's ranking in citations/paper amongst countries in the top 20 citation rankings.
bOut of 10, since ISI published rankings for only top 10 countries in chemistry.
cChina ranks fifth inpublications produced, tenth in citations, and is not within the top 20 for
citations per paper.

Table 2.3: China ranking in citations and citations per paper for fields evaluated by
ISI in 2008 and 2009 [Thomson Reuters, 2009].
The scientists were required to reimburse the foundation and deemed ineligible to receive grants for up to four years. In November, MoST responded by implementing an
office for research integrity and by implementing stronger plagiarism penalties [Xin,
2006a].

Quality
Chinese publication output has been characterized as exponentially growing, but of
low impact. In 2004, Chinese articles ranked ninth in number, but 124th in citations
[Thomson Reuters, 2009]. Four in five publications have "very low" or zero citations,
indicating generally-low impact output. As shown in Table 2.3, while China has a
high world ranking in numbers of publications (within the top 20 in every field in
which ISI has published data) these publications tend to be of relatively-low impact.
The use of the citation count to measure publication quality is complicated by
China's use of indexed publication count as a measure of productivity.

Jin and

Rousseau contend that there exists a policy dimension:
In the past ten years, universities and research institutes in China adopted
the SCI as the main indicator for research evaluation, and simply equate

[SCI-cited papers] with high quality papers. Subsequently, a competition
in the number of SCI papers started across all organizations. Moreover,
various incentive measures were taken, one of which is to give special
rewards to SCI papers: the more papers indexed by Thomson-ISI are
published, the higher the reward for the institute or research group, sometimes even for the researcher herself. The immediate result of this policy
was that the energy of Chinese scientists became focused towards publication in ISI-covered international journals. In fact, this policy of linking
the number of SCI papers to one's personal financial interests might be
considered the main factor of the increase of Chinese SCI papers. Large
financial investments fueled the exponential growth of Chinese scientific
publications, pushing China into a state of 'quantitative expansion'. [Jin
and Rousseau, 2005, 4, emphasis added]
While the authors note that these papers are generally low-impact, they note as
well that the quality of the research is also increasingly rapidly, particularly in select
domains such as nanoscience. [Jin and Rousseau, 2005] The disparity suggests either
that Chinese publications are of lower quality and thus not cited as frequently as
Western papers; or that Chinese publications have a reputation for being of lower
quality and that researchers are adverse to cite these publications.
Ren, et al., suggested the domestic system of publication is poorly-situated for
the scientific environment in China. With over 4,000 journals, the scientific system
is unable to efficiently manage the number of publications.

Chinese publications,

at the time invariably had a low journal impact factor (max of 0.5), in part due to
technical factors, but also caused by what the authors perceive as a high volume of
papers and artificial reliance on foreign rating systems. The authors cite an increasing
effort to reduce the number of domestic journals by about two-thirds, and a an annual
commitment of 6 million RMB from NNSF and CAST to support about 100 domestic

high-quality journals. The authors foresee that promoting a small number of journals
would ameliorate domestic knowledge exchange and international transfer of Chinese
publications. [Ren et al., 1999]

Chapter 3

Mapping China's Knowledge

Production
The Chinese Ministry of Science and Technology uses publications and patents an an
scientific output indicators. By these methods, China has undergone a phenomenal
increase in its scientific output since the end of the Cultural Revolution, with both
metrics having increased by orders of magnitude (Table 3.1). Between 1995 and 2005,
the share of Chinese-authored publications in international journals increased from 2%
to nearly 7%, ranking fourth behind the United States, United Kingdom, and Japan
[Schaaper, 2009]. Following China's admission to the World Trade Organization in
2001, Chinese patents granted within the United States increased 22% per year, with
patents issued to Chinese assignees exceeding 1,000 per year by 2008 (Figure 3-1).
Both patents and publications are used in the bibliometric analysis that follows.
For patents, we consider patent applications to the United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) between 1979 and 2008. The USPTO is utilized for the availability of bibliometric patent information and stability of American patent law over
this duration'. Likewise, for publications we use the universe of publications indexed
1

The PRC itself had no patent system prior to the implementation of the Patent Law in 1984 [Cheung and Lin, 2004]. (The Republic of China had implemented patent protection in 1911, although its

YEAR

PCT PATENTS ISSUED

PAPERS PUBLISHED

1983
1988
1993
1998
2003
2008

3
59
78
149
825
2,792

3,304
6,719
9,812
20,918
51,830
110,459

Table 3.1: Chinese output indicators from SCI and Chinese-affiliated PCT patent
grants from the USPTO.
by the Science Citation Index published between 1979 and 2008. Both datasets were
updated to be accurate through the end of 2008.

3.1

Analysis of patents

The use of patents in bibliometric analysis relies on two elements of patent law.
First, 35 U.S.C. §103 limits patentable material to that which is nonobvious in light
of existing prior art: a pioneering patent of high industrial utility will have legal
entitlement to exercise broad claims. New patents building upon the technology will
cite the pioneering patent, with the result being a small number of pioneering patents
receiving large numbers of citations, a phenomenon observed by Albert, et al. [Albert
et al., 1991].
A second consideration relates to the 'meritocratic' process by which patents receive citations. Journal citations are at the discretion of the individual author, who
may consider such factors as the reliability of a given source, which may in turn
be affected by implicit biases inherent in the publication process2 . Unlike journal
publications, issuance of a patent is a legal entitlement provided the patent is comeffectiveness was constrained as a consequence of the contemporaneous political uncertainty. With
the formation of the People's Republic of China under Mao Zedong, patent and copyright laws were

abolished in 1949. [Yang, 2003])
2

Zhou and Leydesdorff (2005) suggest an "elite journal structure of the United States" that "can

be expected to have a bias in favor of of accepting papers from elite institutions in the USA and in
other advanced countries, and may not be easy to access by scholars from more peripheral locations."
[Zhou and Leydesdorff, 2006]

Figure 3-1: Patents issued per year by the United States Patent and Trademark Office
to assignees from selected countries. A patent is said to be assigned to a country
if
at least one assignee has an address in the country or, if unassigned, at least one
inventor has an address in the country, as described in Section 3.1.1.

pliant with law (that is satisfies the enablement, nonobviousness, utility, and novelty
requirements and is properly filed), regardless of origin, with the latter requirement
imposed by the Patent Cooperation Treaty. Moreover, it is typically the patent examiner, rather than the inventor, who will add existing patent citations during the
application review process. A patent citation indicates that the citing patent builds
upon a cited patent and delimits the respective property rights [Hall et al., 2001].
The nature of patents also imposes inherent limitations.

Unlike publications,

patents can only be granted to applied research with concrete industrial utility. Moreover, to file a patent internationally is an economic decision for the purpose of collecting economic rents on a government-sanctioned monopoly. The patent application
process is typically expensive - the outcome of both formal filing fees and legal costs
- when compared with publication authorship. Moreover, Cheung and Lin suggest
that corporations may choose not to file patents so as to maintain the secrecy of their
innovations [Cheung and Lin, 2004], a particularly considerable suggestion given the
historical lack of intellectual property enforcement in China3 [Yang, 2003].
The technical methodology by which patents were imported and used is included
in Appendix A.1.

3.1.1

Classification of Chinese Patents

Patents with Chinese affiliation are categorized by the nature of the affiliation into
three discrete classes:

Explicit assignment and inventors if the patent is affiliated with one or more
Chinese inventors and one or more Chinese assignees.
3

Yang attributes this lack of enforcement to cultural norms that eschewed the concept of private
intellectual property: "[T]here was [in 1988] no concept of invention and no process of examination,
and the whole society was encouraged to use inventions and creations.... Inventors and creators felt
honored to share their achievements with other people free of charge." [Yang, 2003]

Implicit assignment if the patent is unassigned and is affiliated with at least one
Chinese inventor.
Assignment only if the patent is assigned to at least one Chinese entity and no
Chinese inventors.
Inventors only if the patent is assigned to at least one Chinese inventor and no
Chinese assignees.
The terms "Chinese inventor" and "Chinese assignee" refer to whether the country
affiliated with respective entity in the USPTO database is equivalent to the People's
Republic of China (country code 'CN'). Implicit and explicit assignment, as defined
above, confer to China legal rights to the affiliated invention.
Figure 3-2 illustrates the number of patents issued per year by classification for
all patents, and including only utility patents (that is, specifically excluding design
patents).

Since 1999, Chinese inventors and assignees have consistently retained

assignment of about 45% of patents (t = 0.450, s2 = 0.0102), with the remainder
assigned exclusively to foreign entities, primarily the United States.
Figure 3-2 also illustrates the proportion of non-collaborative patents, patents
with no assignees or inventors affiliated with countries other than China. Prior to
1994, a majority of patents were non-collaborative, a proportion that has decreased
steadily since as shown in Figure 3-3.

Since 1999, between 25% and 40% of all

Chinese-affiliated patents have involved international collaboration.

3.1.2

Patent source

The assignee name was used to classify each assignee as being a university or academic
institution, firm, government agency, or individual. Unassigned patents, to which
the inventors held legal rights at the time of the patent being granted [Hall et al.,
2001], are classified as individually held along with patents specifically assigned to

Figure 3-2: Chinese patents by classification issued per year. The legend abbreviations 'inv' and 'asgn' refer to inventors and assignees. Assignment includes implicit
assignment as defined in (Section 3.1.1). Non-collaborative patents indicates patents
otherwise classified for which all inventors and assignees are affiliated with Chinese
addresses.
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Figure 3-3: Proportion of non-collaborative patents by year.
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Figure 3-4: Source of Chinese patents. (From top, band colors represent academic,
individual, industrial, government, academic.)
an individual. For consistency, patents are included in the sample where a Chinese
entity holds legal rights to a patent, that is, where at least one assignee has a Chinese
address, or where a patent is unassigned and at least one inventor has a Chinese
address. Where the assignee type could not be inferred from the name, the assignee
is categorized as unknown. The source of granted patents is shown in Figure 3-4.
Prior to the mid-1990s, industrial patents issued at approximately-equal rates
to universities, at a rate of fewer than 20 granted industrial patents per year. From
1995 through 2001, when China formally joined the World Trade Organization, China
would implement policies to bring its patent and intellectual property laws and practices in compliance with the WTO Agreement on the Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS); China's Patent Law would undergo major amendments in 1992 and 2000 expanding tle scope of patent protection and enforcement
mechanisms, spurring growth of domestic patents issued to Chinese and foreign entities by 22 to 23% annually [Hu and Jefferson, 2008]. Simultaneously, it is in this
era that China would massively restructure the ownership of its state-owned enter-

prises (SOEs) in favor of private enterprise, with one effect being massive injections
of foreign investment from Europe, Japan, and the United States [Yusuf et al., 2006].
These conditions led to a massive increase in industrial patents granted in the United
States, which would increase 2000% between 1994 and 2004.

During this period, patents issued to academic institutions would increase tenfold. Qiping and White (1994) observe that policies implemented in the early 1990s to
'marketize' higher education would result in increased reliance on technology transfer.
Shortly after Deng Xiaoping's Southern Tour in 1992, the State Education Commission would issue a document requiring universities to adapt to the socialist market
economy. Amongst other changes, the policy would require public universities to
obtain a greater share of revenue from technology transfer, with the objective of fiscal autonomy [Qiping and White, 1994]. Moreover, simultaneous initiatives would
incentivize research with direct economic benefits; the largest of these, Project 211,
is a $2.2 billion program (1995 - 2000) directed toward developing and transferring
technologies developed at 100 higher education institutions to promote socioeconomic
progress.

The distribution of patent categories by origin is illustrated in (Figure 3-5). Prior
to the mid-1990s, academic patents were predominantly in chemical applications, resulting in chemistry-related patents comprising 30-40% of all Chinese patents in this
era; in the late 1990s and early 2000s, medical/pharmaceutical and electrical/electronics patents would together comprise the majority of HEI patents. Industrial patents,
in contrast, were continuously predominated by electrical/electronics and computer/communications patents, together comprising seven in ten successful industrial patent
applications.

Figure 3-5: Patent category by assignee type. The graph at left illustrates the the
number of patents issued to Chinese assignees by assignee type. The graph
at right
illustrates the patent composition by sector in five-year intervals.

3.1.3

Control source

To control for international variations in patent practice and policy over
the 20-year
interval, a control dataset of equal size to the patent dataset was generated. Patents
were selected by selecting at random a patent issued the same day as each Chinaassigned patent. Both design and utility patents are included in this sample, and
China-affiliatedpatents are not specifically excluded from the selection pool.

3.1.4

Categorization of Patents

The USPTO classifies patents to assist patent examiners in identifying prior art.
The patent is assigned exactly one primary classification, along with an unspecified
number of cross-reference classifications. There exist about 150,000 classification
categories, subdivided further into about 500 major categories [United States Patent
and Trademark Office, 2009]. Hall, Jafee, and Trajtenberg (2001), who developed
a similar patent database with the objective of making it available to researchers
for further research analysis through the National Bureau for Economic Research
(NBER) 4 . To simplify the patent classification, the authors distilled the main patent
'Since the NBER dataset is only accurate through 1999, it was not possible to make use of it
for this project. However, [Hall et al., 20011 provides a detailed description of the fields available in
for this project. However, [Hall et al., 2001] provides a detailed description of the fields available in

classes into six major categories: Chemical, Computers and Communications, Drugs
and Medical, Electrical and Electronic, Mechanical, and Others. The same categories
are used, except that some patent classifications are altered to reflect changes to the
classification system since 1999. These changes are indicated in Appendix B.
By these metrics, the patents are first subdivided into utility and design patents.
Design patents, issued for aesthetic industrial designs that satisfy the novelty, nonobviousness, and utility criteria for patentability, comprise significantly higher proportion of Chinese patent holdings than the control sample (p < 0.005)

(Figure 3-6):

by 2004, nearly one-third of successful patent applications were for design patents,
compared with about 13% of all successful applications that year. Cheung and Lin
[Cheung and Lin, 2004] attribute the high proportion of design patents to foreign
direct investment, finding a 1% increase in FDI inflow corresponds to an 0.15 - 0.47%
increase in external design patent applications and hypothesizing that the high proportion is a reflection of limited innovation capability that is optimized for minor
inventions.
The number of utility patent applications from Chinese interests increased rapidly
in 1999 with increasing FDI and domestic policies intended to stimulate innovation.
During this period, the patent output shifts from patents related to chemistry - which
in the early 1990s comprised 3 - 40% of utility patents - to electrical and electronic
patents, which by 2004 would comprise more than half of Chinese utility patents,
primarily power systems and electrical devices. Prior to about 1999, patents awarded
to Chinese academic institutions exceeded those granted to industry; these patents
consisted primarily of chemical and medical inventions, which together comprised
more than half of Chinese patents in the early 1990s. With the influx of FDI in the
mid- to late-1990s, industrial utility patents, primarily electrical and computer-related
applications, would increase fivefold, with electronics patent application comprising
the dataset which (since there exists a common source) accurately reflect the fields in the dataset

described here.

Figure 3-6: The proportion of successful patent applications by year for the Chinese
and control datasets. Because design patents are on average issued more quickly
than utility patents, The increase in design patent proportions in recent years is
a reflection of design patent applications requiring less processing time than utility
patent applications, and is expected to decrease as utility patents continue to be
granted.
more than half of successful patent applications by 2004.
Figure 3-7 shows the number of patents issued per year for both datasets by
application year for each patent classification. Since the total number of patents per
year are equal for the control and sample datasets, the ratio of China patents to control
patents for each category and year is shown. A ratio larger than 1 indicates that the
a Chinese-assigned patent is more likely to be assigned to the category than one
that is not China-assigned. Since the mid-1990s amongst utility patents, China has
sustained growth surpassing that of other nations in electrical and communicationsrelated patents, with a proportional decline in chemistry-related inventions.

3.1.5

Patent impact

Patent impact refers to both the domain claimed by and subsequent innovation built
upon a given patent. As noted earlier, the inventor or patent examiner (typically
the examiner) will reference existing patents during the application process. This
referencing is legally significant in delineating the property rights conferred upon the

----

lChina
China / Control (right axis)

- - - - - Control

Figure 3-7: Patents issued by year and category for the China and control datasets,
with bars illustrating the proportional difference.
cited vis-a-vis the citing patent.
The number of references and times cited metrics are both used in evaluating
patent impact. A patent with few references, by virtue of its lack of interference
with existing prior art, is likely to comprise a smaller domain with narrower claims
than one with many references. Likewise, the number of forward citations (number of
times cited) corresponds to downstream innovation. A patent with few or no citations
is likely to be a terminal patent upon which little can be built; a patent with many
citations, in contrast, represents an upstream patent upon which other innovations
are built.
The number of patent references is an integral component of the patent itself,
and immutable once the patent is issued; in contrast, the number of times cited will
increase as newly-issued patents are granted that reference the given patent. Hall, et.
al., observe that back citations can lag more than 100 years. By this measure, Hall
observes, a patent issued in 2000 would receive 50% of forward citations by 2010 and
75% by 2020 [Hall et al., 2001], assuming constant lag distribution. Since it is strictly
impossible to ascertain a definitive citation-lag distribution from the data source,
given dependence on future data, Hall makes two assumptions that are replicated
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Figure 3-8: Adjustment PDF used to project total citations.
here:
"Proportionality the shape of the lag distribution over time
is independent of total
number of citations received, and hence more highly cited
patents are more
highly cited at all times.
Stationarity the lag distribution does not change over time,
i.e., does not depend
on the cohort (application or grant year) of the cited patent."
[Hall et al., 2001]
The authors proceed to derive a static distribution using a fixed-effects
model and
removing cited and citing year effects while considering the patent
classification. The
distribution is illustrated in Figure 3-8. It is noted that using
this distribution as a
projection function presupposes the aforementioned restrictions,
and while there is
evidence of the stability of the distribution over time as indicated
in the source, the
intent beyond its use here is only to provide a first-order estimation.
A comparison of the mean number of references, times cited,
and adjusted times
cited are shown in Table 3.2. All design and utility patents
are included when calculating the number of references, i.e., the number of patents cited
by a given patent.
In calculating TC, the number of times cited, patents issued
after 2004 are removed
to control for the truncation effect caused by the limited
time available for forward
citations to accumulate. For the adjusted TC, only patents
published in 2008 are

PARAMETER

NR

TC

TCad

CLASS

Design
Chemical
Computers
Medical
Electrical
Mechanical
Other
Design
Chemical
Computers
Medical
Electrical
Mechanical
Other
Chemical
Computers
Medical
Electrical
Mechanical
Other

N

p

CHINA

CONTROL

CHINA

3976
1094
1768
727
2717
938
1166
1682
713
527
465
1139
488
653
936
1169
639
1964
755
962

1971
1229
2409
822
2576
1793
1586
626
662
920
463
1113
912
886
956
1637
660
1899
1386
1271

9.283
11.809
9.2
11.98
8.613
13.649
6.089
18.946
7.83
10.791
14.309 11.616
11.278 15.127
5.67
5.811
4.341
4.356
6.626
7.671
4.951
6.142
5.233
5.914
3.238
3.934
5.17
4.335
7.77
8.42
11.67
14.53
9.74
15.42
13.09
11.75
7.42
8.93
15.40
11.36

CONTROL

0.0001
0.005
0.0001
0.0001
0.0001
0.05
0.002
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
0.1
0.05
0.05
n.s.
0.01
0.0005
0.1
0.02
0.0001

Table 3.2: Significance test applied to number of times cited (TC) and number of
patent references (NB) by NBER, classification. Generally. Chinese patents are cited
equivalently to patents writ large, but cite fewer references. n.s. indicates the difference is not significant within p < 0.1.

removed from the sample.
Chinese patents, with the exception of mechanical utility patents, include significantly fewer references than the control sample, suggesting the issuance of broader
patents to Chinese interests. Conversely, Chinese patents do not appear to be cited at
significantly different rates than patents generally, regardless of whether the project
citation counts are used, with the exception of mechanical and medical patents, both
of which are cited significantly less than the control group.
These data suggest that Chinese patents are of similar impact to other patents
filed in the United States. While there may exist a systematic tendency to submit
narrower claims, citation counts are comparable to the control sample, suggesting
patents of China origin are of similar importance to United States patents issued
generally.

3.1.6

Patent collaboration

Figure 3-9 illustrates patent collaboration from 1991-1995 and from 2004-2008. Notably, while there is a tenfold difference in the number of collaborative links, there
is little variation in the distribution of collaborative efforts. Chinese entities continue to hold assignment of the majority of patents developed by Chinese inventors,
with ongoing collaborative partnerships with the United States, Western Europe and
Commonwealth nations, Japan, and Southeast Asia.
Assignment would remain largely limited to China and the United States (and, to
a lesser extent, Germany) over the 30-year duration. Since 2004, however, China has
increased collaborative efforts within Southeast Asia, notably Taiwan; by 2008, Taiwan would hold assignment on more China-collaborated patents filed in the United
States than any other country5 . Dean and Uimonen (2002) documented a rapid
growth of patents in Taiwan, attributed to both competitive necessity and in certain
5

Likewise, as of 2003, Taiwan remains the single-largest foreign source of patents within China.
(The State Statistical Bureau of Chins considers Taiwanese patents to be domestic.) [Sun, 2003]

(a) 1991 - 1995

(b) 2004 - 2008

Figure 3-9: Inventor collaboration for two five-year intervals. The color and shape of
the arches indicates the number of collaborations. Countries are colored proportionally to the number of patents within the China dataset assigned to national interests
within the country.

cases, allegedly, "bragging rights" to large quantities of low-value patents. [Dean and
Uimonen, 2002] The majority of these patents are in the electrical/electronics NBER
category, with China holding assignment of about 5% of these patents since 2003.
These patents receive both fewer citations and cite fewer patents than Chinese electronics patents generally, suggesting generally low-impact, high-volume innovation.

3.2

Analysis of publications

Article publications in peer-reviewed scientific journals represent the primary mechanism by which scientists distribute specialized knowledge and report new research.
Scientific research is typically progressive, such that researchers build upon the prior
work of others in the field. The measurement of these collaborative effects and other
metrics associated with scientific articles are used to evaluate Chinese publications.

3.2.1

Methodology

Scientific indices such as the Science Citation Index (SCI) and Enginineering Index
index the bibliographic content of articles printed in a set of journals. The data
indexed for an article varies by index, but will typically include such information as
the names and institutional affiliations of authors, pertinent keywords, and the year
and source of publication. Indices may also reference those publications an article
references (back references), as well as publications that reference the original article
(forward citations).
The expanded Science Citation Index (SCI-Expanded), an index of publications
published by Thomson Reuters indexing approximately 8,000 scientific journals, is
used for this analysis. SCI is a de facto standard for scientific scientometric studies
[e.g. Zhou and Leydesdorff, 2006], and is used by both NSF [National Science Board,

2008] and MoST [Ministry of Science and Technology, 2007, 33]6 as a research output
indicator.

Technical methods
SCI is a proprietary database, with access through the Web of Science (WoS), a
web-based portal operated by Thomson Reuters. The service allows queries to be
executed against the database, and for the full records of the corresponding articles
to be downloaded in tabular format.
In 2008 and 2009, the full records for about 800,000 Chinese publications published between 1979 and 2008 were downloaded from Web of Science. Post-processing
was employed to merge temporary files created during the download, remove special
characters from the dataset, and parse the entries for additional information using a
script developed for this purpose. The fields appended to the dataset are listed in
Appendix B.2.

Category analysis
SCI categorizes journals into zero or more subject categories (SCs) that identify the
subject of articles appearing in the journal, with the vast majority of journals (about
99.4% of unique journals in the dataset and 99.98% of articles) assigned to at least
one category. The dataset contains 246 unique SCs, primarily in scientific disciplines.
SCs are not hierarchal, and all combinations are valid.
The National Science and Engineering Indicators published by the United States
National Science Foundation divides subfields into 13 subject fields [National Science
Board, 2008], that correspond approximately with subject categories. These fields are
used to categorize journals, except that the S&E field astronomy was merged with
6

Although Ministry of Science and Technology [2007] sums the SCI, EI, and ISTP (Index to
Scientific and Technical Proceedings) indices to obtain total papers, the different indices are not
mutually exclusive.

Agricultural sciences
Biological sciences
Chemistry
Computer sciences
Engineering

Geosciences
Mathematics
Medical sciences
Multidisciplinaryb
Non-S&Eb

Other life sciences
Physicsa
Psychology
Social sciences

aIncludes astronomy, a separate field in Science and Engineering Indicators.
bExtension to S&E Indicators.

Table 3.3: The fourteen subject fields used to categorize publications.
physics since the corresponding SC entry, Astronomy and Astrophysics, could not
distinguish between astronomical and astrophysical applications. Additionally, two
fields were added: Multidisciplinary, corresponding to the SC field Multidisciplinary
Sciences, for inherently-multidisciplinary journals such as Science; and Non-S&E for
humanitarian subject categories. These top-level fields are summarized in Table 3.3.
Each subject category was mapped to a corresponding field with a specific priority, where the priority would indicate the degree of confidence to which the subject
category could be assigned. Priority for each SC was coded at one of four levels:
Multidisciplinary (lowest) The multidisciplinary categorization is assigned to a
journal, but specific articles may be classified differently where citation analysis
suggests the applicability of a more specific field. Since the multidisciplinary
classification is then published at a higher scope (at the level of the journal
rather than the level of the publication), any more specific subject takes precedence.
Ambiguous Certain fields do not correspond directly with a single category. In
some cases, the subject field may be divided between explicitly-defined fields;
for instance, Agricultural Engineering may correspond to agricultural sciences
or engineering; or "Geriatrics and gerontology" where NSF classifies geriatrics
as Medical Sciences and gerontology as Social Sciences. Other fields, such as
linguistics and architecture, do not easily correspond to a specific field and are

also classified at this level.
Implicit Categories that NSF does not specifically define but are unambiguously
classifiable as a specific field are prioritized at this level. Examples include
agronomy within agricultural sciences and crystallography within chemistry.
NSF includes general and miscellaneous applications to each field 7 , permitting
implicit classification. Non-science and engineering fields, which NSF does not
define, are also prioritized at this level.
Explicit NSF explicitly defines 126 subfields as mapping to specific fields. Of these,
107 map directly to specific subject categories, and are mapped as explicit.
For each article, each subject category assigned to the article is mapped to its
corresponding field. If the article corresponds to multiple fields, only the fields corresponding to the highest-priority correspondence for the article are considered. Of
the articles in the dataset, 90.5% correspond with exactly one field. Where an article
corresponds to multiple top-level fields at the highest priority, the field corresponding
to the first SC at that priority is selected.

3.3

Analysis

Like patents, scientific output in the form of publications increased substantively
in quantity and relative to world output. Between 1985 and 2008, Chinese scientific
output in ISI-indexed journals increased from fewer than 4,000 publications to 110,000
(Figure 3-12). In 1995, China ranked 14th in published applications; by 2005, its
rank would increase to 5th worldwide, behind the United States, Japan, the UK, and
Germany; in engineering and chemistry, it would rank second in 2005, second only
the United States[National Science Board, 2008].
7

With the exception of 'Other life sciences', which is limited to a specific subset of life sciences
disciplines.
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Figure 3-10: S&E publications by year for selected countries and regions. (ISI, NSF
[National Science Board, 2008])
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Figure 3-11: Chinese publication output has increased exponentially since 1985.
Since 1985, the number of publications has increased exponentially (Figure 3-11),
where
In c ;

9 16 .2 6(y

- 1985) - 234

where c represents the number of publications and y the year of publication (R 2 =

0.80).

3.3.1

Field analysis

Figure 3-13 illustrates the composition of publications by subject field. More than
half of Chinese scientific output is comprised of publications in the fields of chemistry,
77
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Figure 3-12: Rank in science and engineering article output for selected countries and
fields [National Science Board, 2008].
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Figure 3-13: Composition of publication fields by year.
engineering, and physics; these fields in addition to biological and medical sciences
have, since the mid-1990s, comprised between 70 and 80% of scientific output.
While the quantity of publications has consistently increased, the distribution
of research has remained fairly consistent (Figure 3-14). While there has been a
significant increase in publications in the biological sciences since 1992 (about 9%
in 1995 to 15% in 2008) and corresponding proportional decrease in chemistry and
physics publications, distribution has remained consistent.
An evident exception is multidisciplinary patents, which decrease from 20% in
1984 to less than 1% by 2004. Multidisciplinary journals include journals such as
Nature and Science which are not constrained to specific disciplines; these journals

Figure 3-14: Proportional composition of publication fields by year
tend to be high-impact and more selective than specialized journals. The relative
decrease suggests the publication of more specialized research and an increase in
lower-impact publication at the relative cost of the high-impact research that would
typically be published in multidisciplinary journals.

3.3.2

Industrial collaboration

With the marketization of higher education in the mid 1990s following Deng's Southern Tour, technology transfer between universities and higher education institutions
transformed into a a means to preserve the financial autonomy of educational institutions and source of research and development to industry. Collaborative publications
represent publications that are jointly authored by industrial firms and academic
institutions.
Publications remain primarily an academic enterprise, with science and engineering papers authored entirely by firms comprising merely 0.12% of publications. Publications authored by universities and firms separately are more common, representing
about 9.3% of all sources.

Figure 3-15: Publication count by field and authorship.

As with patents, firms and universities are identified by the name of the institution.
In cases where the name cannot be identified from the institution, it was omitted from
the sample (about 7% of publications).
Figure (Figure 3-15) shows the number of publications issued by academic and
collaborative authorship. With the exception of the biological and medical sciences,
fewer than 5% of patents are collaborative endeavors, the remainder (minus a negligible number of purely industrial publications) authored purely within academemia.
Even in biological sciences, the rate of industry-collaborated publications has declined
from 23% in 2000 to 10% in 2008. The nature of collaborative publications will be
reviewed later in this subsection.

Journal Impact Factor
The Journal Impact Factor (JIF) is one measure used as a proxy for the quality of
publications. Developed in the 1950s as a means to objectively 'grade' journals based
on a perceived importance to the scientific community by evaluating its impact based
on the number of citations articles printed in a given journal receive[Monastersky,
2005].
The JIF is a metric ISI assigns to each journal as a measure of its impact, as
measured by the number of times an article appearing in the journal is likely to be
cited. The JIF is calculated as:

JIF =

NzTCi

T
N'

where N' represents the number of citable publications8 , over a two-year period, N
the total number of publications, and TCi the number of times a given publication
is cited. Roughly, the JIF is the expected value of TCt+2 , the number of times
an article will be cited after two years. Citations to non-citable material, such as
editorial content, letters to the editor, and other front-matter material, are included
in the numerator but not the denominator. [Dong et al., 2005; Seglen, 1997]
The JIF roughly corresponds to the quality of a given journal within a field,
with journals such as Nature (JIF=28.75), Science (26.372), and NEJM (52.6) being
examples. Journals with high impact factors tend to be more selective and prestigious
than those with lower impact factors.
The JIF cannot be reliably used as an inter-field measure, that is, to differentiate
the impact of separate fields. Since citation practices will differ widely across fields,
TC is subject to field-specific bias [Garfield, 2006]. To illustrate, Figure 3-16 illustrates the number of references (back references) per field; there exist substantively
8

Publication being defined as an item that may reasonably be cited, specifically excluding frontmatter material.
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Figure 3-16: Number of article references for each journal category. Since citation
practices vary by field, JIFs cannot be used for inter-field comparisons.
and statistically significant differences across fields.
The JIF is a controversial measure as well due to its perceived manipulability,
as certain classes of publications - notably, review articles - tend to receive more
citations than articles documenting original research, leading to an elevated JIF for
publications which publish many review articles [Dong et al., 2005; Amin and Mabe,
2003; Seglen, 1997]. Longer articles and articles available online are more likely to be
cited than less lengthy articles or articles not generally available to researchers [Dong
et al., 2005]. Some observers have argued that the JIF, for these reasons and others,
is not an appropriate heuristic [Seglen, 1997].
Alternative metrics have been developed, such as the Disciplinary Impact Factor and Presitge Factor; however, calculation of these fields requires proprietary ISI
forward-citation data that is inaccessible. The JIF, being calculated by ISI, obviates
the need for this data. To this extent, the JIF is widely used for its convenience and
availability, rather than its absolute quality.
The Journal Impact Factor develops additional complication when applied specifically to Chinese journals. First, China offers incentives to scientists for authoring
publications in high-impact journals - scientists are given financial incentives, and
PhD students are required to author two publications in journals with JIF factors of

at least 4 to earn the degree [Monastersky, 2005], a specific application of practice
seen within ISI as fallacious since it presumes a citation pattern for a specific article
from that of the parent journal[Monastersky, 2005]. Second, citations from Chinese
journals which ISI does not index are not calculated in the JIF.
Dong, et al., suggest that while the JIF is an 'imperfect tool,' it can be reasonably
used as a proxy for quality when acknowledging and controlling for its deficiencies.
It should not be used, for instance, to compare quality across fields or to ascertain
the quality of individual articles or authors [Dong et al., 2005; Amin and Mabe,
2003]. Neither are done in the analysis presented here; rather, only distinct journals
within the same field are compared. While an imperfect measure, it is a standard,
widely-available, and widely-recognized measurement used with caution to quantify
the relative intra-field impact of large numbers (thousands through hundreds of thousands) of individual publications.

Citation metrics for industrial collaboration
Using the JIF and number of times cited as metrics for impact, a t-test was performed
to isolate collaborative from academic sources. The results of the test are shown in
Tables 3.4 and 3.5. The two-year period 2003-2004 was selected to mitigate the effect
of age on the number of times cited (since as a publication ages, it accumulates
additional citations) yet still have a 4-to-5-year citation window. The test was also
conducted for other two-year periods between 1990 and 2006 with similar results.
While collaborative publications tend to be published in higher-impact journals,
individual academic publications tend to receive, with the exception of multidisciplinary articles, more citations by a factor of 2 to 10.

The data do not suggest

additional disparities in the basicness of applied publications that would satisfy this
differential, nor is there a significant difference in collaboration.

FIELD

Agricultural
Biological sciences
Chemistry
Computer sciences
Engineering
Geosciences
Mathematics
Medical Sciences
Multidisciplinary
Other life sciences
Physics
Psychology
Social Sciences

N
ACAD.

927
11823
31276
3638
19093
5745
6535
10329
1676
212
21982
125
186

S2

x
COLL.

ACAD.

COLL.

ACAD.

COLL.

130
1329
391
62
607
351
25
2532
28
17
240
49
31

1.250
2.480
1.831
1.134
0.955
1.593
0.907
2.983
3.396
1.578
1.872
2.627
1.585

1.665
5.580
1.869
1.452
0.945
2.944
0.777
5.905
9.392
2.780
1.938
1.848
2.815

0.662
2.198
1.650
0.876
0.851
1.033
0.832
3.711
7.412
0.574
1.423
1.909
1.083

0.636
3.034
1.563
1.230
0.770
1.125
0.570
3.735
11.550
1.129
1.282
0.779
0.906

< 0.0001
< 0.0001
n.s.
0.0025
n.s.
< 0.0001
n.s.
< 0.0001
< 0.0001
< 0.0001
n.s.
0.0032
< 0.0001

Table 3.4: Journal impact factors for articles published by field, 2003-2004.

FIELD

Agricultural
Biological sciences
Chemistry
Computer sciences
Engineering
Geosciences
Mathematics
Medical Sciences
Multidisciplinary
Other life sciences
Physics
Psychology
Social Sciences

s2

N
ACAD.

944
13068
34062
9543
21740
6353
6788
10733
1677
271
22712
447
1125

COLL.

ACAD.

COLL.

ACAD.

COLL.

p

131
1432
1413
147
674
362
28
2775
28
18
246
1799
69

4.419
8.395
7.268
2.990
3.769
6.555
3.913
9.026
10.237
4.731
6.687
6.584
2.876

1.702
2.523
2.383
3.816
3.550
2.586
2.571
1.006
30.929
0.778
7.415
0.041
0.754

5.047
13.199
12.437
8.237
7.427
12.721
8.663
19.444
36.010
5.005
13.118
7.664
7.484

3.792
11.561
7.652
11.155
7.724
6.993
5.480
6.594
47.808
2.184
17.796
0.413
1.905

< 0.0001
< 0.0001
< 0.0001
n.s.
n.s.
< 0.0001
n.s.
< 0.0001
0.0014
0.0005
n.s.
< 0.0001
0.0095

Table 3.5: Number of times cited for articles published by field, 2003-2004.

*0

Figure 3-17: Where there is a significant difference in times cited between collaborative and academic publications, there is a corresponding difference in the number of
references.
There is, however, a statistically significant relationship:
NRamd
NRcoll

TCacad
TColl

as shown in Figure 3-17, where NR represents the number of citations an article
provides. A collaborative medical article, for instance, will cite 2 articles on average,
whereas an academic medical article will cite 28. This relationship suggests as one
possibility the existence of mutual citations, where academic authors cite each other
to increase mutual publication counts and associated impact factors, a possibility that
would, if true, suggest that times cited would be an unsuitable proxy to the quality
or impact of a given article.

3.3.3

International collaboration

Since the implementation of the Open Door Policy in the aftermath of the Cultural
Revolution, Chinese scientists have been officially encouraged to collaborate with
Western and international sources to import knowledge that could then be leveraged for economic advancement. Beginning in the early 1990s, most indexed Chinese
publications would involve international collaboration, divided approximately equally
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Figure 3-18: International collaboration for indexed publications.
amongst Western Europe and Commonwealth nations, other Asian nations, and the
United States. After reaching a peak in 1996 with 67% of publications being collaborative, the proportion of Chinese publications involving international collaboration
would decline: by 2008, 72% of publications would be entirely domestic (Figure 3-18).

By field, the normality of collaboration is highly field-specific (Figure 3-19). In
the biological and medical disciplines, approximately 50% of published articles are international endeavors; in physics, mathematics, and, especially, chemistry, the growth
rate of domestic publications has far exceeded those of collaborative endeavors. In
all fields, including those that have historically involved China only as a collaborator, China has developed an independent research program. With only the exception
of clinical medicine, most Chinese research in each of the NSF fields has become
domestic as of 2008.
Vis-a-vis purely domestic publications, international endeavors are generally higher
impact as measured by citation count and journal impact factor (JIF), as illustrated
in Figure 3-20. A t-test performed on both the JIF and citation count (Tables3.6) illustrate that for all fields, internationally-collaborative works will be of higher impact
than those publications produced entirely domestically.
Finally, figure 3-21 illustrates the the distribution of collaborative and domestic
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Figure 3-19: International collaboration by NSF field.

Figure 3-20: Journal impact factor for collaborative and domestic publications. For
each discipline, the top box represents international publications, and the bottom box
domestic.

DV

JIF

TC

s2

N
FIELD

INT'L.

DOM.

Agricultural
Biological sciences
Chemistry
Computer sciences
Engineering
Geosciences
Mathematics
Medical Sciences
Multidisciplinary
Other life sciences
Physics
Psychology
Social Sciences
Agricultural
Biological sciences
Chemistry
Computer sciences
Engineering
Geosciences
Mathematics
Medical Sciences
Multidisciplinary
Other life sciences
Physics
Psychology
Social Sciences

2201
24069
20936
6705
23733
12231
9960
22834
2213
390
28913
464
569
395
4891
4210
2046
4680
2406
1702
4320
413
115
5083
418
418

3736
44961
145036
13485
87093
20329
30171
53081
12314
717
100278
484
651
680
9609
31265
7644
17734
4309
5114
9188
1292
174
17875
1828
776

INT'L.

DOM.

INT'L.

DOM.

1.286
3.141
2.560
1.235
1.177
2.020
0.856
4.145
9.628
1.688
2.592
2.475
1.611
4.271
11.250
10.545
5.133
5.610
8.938
4.229
11.757
30.433
5.235
10.719
4.256
4.538

1.217
2.305
1.684
1.058
0.935
1.552
0.779
2.946
1.280
1.612
1.665
2.426
1.441
3.982
6.067
6.606
2.432
3.275
4.891
3.801
5.320
4.230
3.989
5.551
0.677
1.791

0.649
2.773
2.057
0.913
0.837
1.076
0.600
4.697
11.170
0.777
1.789
1.733
0.924
5.015
18.035
15.130
13.088
10.551
17.728
6.518
27.719
62.683
4.551
20.769
7.314
11.191

0.639
1.939
1.507
0.750
0.762
1.046
0.737
3.483
3.544
0.716
1.142
2.073
1.125
4.976
9.319
11.813
6.302
6.275
7.914
9.252
9.785
17.890
5.179
9.718
2.881
3.450

< 0.0001
< 0.0001
< 0.0001
< 0.0001
< 0.0001
< 0.0001
< 0.0001
< 0.0001
< 0.0001
0.0514
< 0.0001
n.s.
0.0022
n.s.
< 0.0001
< 0.0001
< 0.0001
< 0.0001
< 0.0001
0.0384
< 0.0001
< 0.0001
0.0183
< 0.0001
< 0.0001
< 0.0001

Table 3.6: Journal impact factor and citation count by NSF field by level of international collaboration, 2003-2004.
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Figure 3-21: Sample of publication impact by field and collaboratio type.
publications by publication year and JIF. For all subject fields, the increasing density of low-impact domestic research with time is evident for all fields, particularly
in mathematics, chemistry, and physics, suggesting a high volume of low-impact domestic research. While China has independently produced world-class research in top
scientific journals, the JIF metric suggest an increase in all Chinese research - publication in journals with a JIF of less than 1 have decreased from 66% from 1995-1999
to 61% from 2005-2008, and an overall increase in mean JIF from 1.41 to 1.73 over
the same period.

3.3.4

Research level ("Basicness")

Also of interest is the degree to which China is specializing in basic or applied research,
and whether the 'basicness' of research is transiently stable.
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Figure 3-22: Level of research 'basicness' by field.
CHI Research Inc. (now the Patent Board) has classified SCI-indexed journals
on a four-level scale using the subfield and content of the journal, measuring the
application level of research within the journal[Narin and Hamilton, 1996]:
Level 1 Applied technology and clinical observations
Level 2 Engineering and technological science
Level 3 Applied research and clinical investigations
Level 4 Basic scientific research
The level of basicness by NSF field is shown in Figure 3-22. As expected, fields
that are inherently applied - engineering, computer science, medical science, and
other life sciences 9 have consistently-lower basicness scores than basic scientific fields
- mathematics, physics, chemistry, and biological sciences.
Since 1990, there has been no significant change in the research level for most
fields; two exceptions are mathematics, which has observed a linear proportional
9

NSF classifies "other life sciences" as publications in four quasi-medical fields: speech/language
pathology and audiology, nursing, rehabilitation, and health policy and services[National Science
Board, 2008].
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Figure 3-23: Publications indexed by CHI Research by category and mean basicness.
decline of Level 1 research to Level 2 research since 1980; and medical sciences, where
a 'clinical mix' between clinical observation and investigation (Level 2) has eroded
pure clinical investigation (Level 3), a trend toward basic research.
The basicness unit indexes most journals in the traditional basic and applied
scientific and engineering fields; in the social sciences, a CHI assignment is available
for fewer than 10% of publications (Figure 3-23), and the proportion has declined in
all fields since 1995. The available data are sufficient to suggest that the basicness of
publications is stable, with increasingly applied nature in mathematics and increased
basicness in medical science.
Finally, Chinese papers that are authored domestically cannot be shown to be
more likely to be authored at a different research level than publications in the same
field with international authorship (Table 3.7).
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N
FIELD

INT'L.

DOM.

INT L.

DOM.

INT'L.

DOM.

Agricultural
Biological sciences
Chemistry
Computer sciences
Engineering
Geosciences
Mathematics
Medical Sciences
Multidisciplinary
None
Other life sciences
Physics
Psychology
Social Sciences

984
11092
8957
1663
7422
5386
3024
10702
701
11
21
11077
119
116

1710
22198
51996
3308
21805
7386
9268
25886
265
25
79
39758
195
162

2.365
3.516
3.374
1.905
1.852
3.022
3.123
2.506
4.000
2.000
0.905
3.429
3.143
2.293

2.310
3.542
3.340
2.051
1.875
3.012
3.162
2.430
4.000
2.000
0.810
3.339
3.123
2.154

0.776
0.807
0.704
0.888
0.765
0.961
0.939
0.950
0.000
0.000
0.436
0.701
1.152
1.150

0.812
0.760
0.754
0.864
0.811
0.941
0.874
0.889
0.000
0.000
0.533
0.774
1.314
1.031

0.0431
0.0021
< 0.0001
< 0.0001
0.0148
n.s.
0.0182
< 0.0001
n.s.
< 0.0001
n.s.
n.s.

Table 3.7: Difference of means test for publication basicness level (2004-2008), showing no substantive difference for domnestic and internationally-collaborative works.

Chapter 4

Mapping High-Impact Research in
China
Articles published in journals such as Science and Nature epitomize high-impact and
frontier research, and, consequently, articles published at this level are of particular
value in evaluating Chinese knowledge production. These articles diverge from average Chinese publications in several respects: in particular, they on average involve
more authors and institutions, with the majority being internationally collaborative;
and are highly-cited, with an average of over 100 citations per publication1 .
As discussed in Chapter 2 in the context of the Human Genome Project, the
Ministry of Science and Technology has encouraged participation in "big science"
endeavors as a mechanism to import technical knowledge and publish world-class research, a fundamental objective of the Ministry of Science and Technology [Normile
and Lei, 1999]. Consequently, this 'elite' research is of particular importance in assessing the nature of research conducted in China.

1
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Figure 4-1: Auxiliary Nature journal publications and years of publication. The mean
publication date for all articles is indicated with a circle.

4.1

Methodology

Nature is the hallmark publication of the Nature Publishing Group, an international
publishing company based in the United Kingdom. First published in 1869, Nature
is published weekly and claims a worldwide readership of 600,000 [Nature Publishing
Group, 2009]. Its journal impact factor of 29.3 is amongst the highest of any multidisciplinary journal. Between 1991 and 2007, the Nature Publishing Group has also
published 32 subject-specific journals such as Nature Genetics and Nature Biotechnology, as well as a clinical practice series and reviews series (Figure 4-1). By 2000,
article publications in auxiliary journals would exceed those published in Nature,
which would steadily decline over the 30-year period (Figure 4-2).
Two datasets were used. First, publication data was obtained from ISI Web of
Science for all articles published in Nature and auxiliary journals between 1979 and
2007. A secondary extraction mechanism was used to isolate characteristics of each
article, such as the nature of institutions, number and geographic location of authors,

Figure 4-2: Total number of articles published in Nature and auxiliary Nature ("Nature X") journals.
proportion of institutions affiliated with each publication located in China, and the
classification of each institution as an educational institution, firm, or governmental
research organization. Second, forward citation records were obtained for all Chinaaffiliated articles, in addition to the article appearing before and after as a control.
The post-processing mechanism applied to the general set was also applied to both
control set for the root article and forward citations.
As noted earlier, article subject categories are applied at the level of the journal
rather than the article. Multidisciplinary journals such as Nature contain, by definition, articles encompassing several scientific fields. To control for category, it is
necessary to establish a field code for articles individually. Within the control and
China samples, an article-specific field is obtained by analyzing the field distribution
of each article's forward citations. If a majority of these publications are associated
with journals in a specific field, then the subject category of the original article is
changed from multidisciplinary to that field. The multidisciplinary classification is
retained for articles not in the control set and articles that have zero citations.

4.2

Chinese representation in Nature publications

As illustrated in Figure 4-3, Chinese share of Nature publications increased significantly between 1979 and 2007, particularly in the 1990s and 2000s. By the mid-2000s,
about 2% of articles in Natureand affiliated journals would have at least one Chinaaffiliated co-author.

Growth is particularly evident in biotechnological fields and

medical fields, as well as nanotechnology, fields the central government has prioritized.
The large majority of Chinese-coauthored articles are the product of international
collaboration, with no growth evident in domestically-authored publications. This is
in contrast to the majority of articles published in Nature, of which more than 60% are
authored within a single country (a proportion that has steadily declined since 1979).
While China produces few articles independent of international collaboration, the
share of articles listing a Chinese institution as the correspondence author suggests
that China is increasingly organizing high-impact research.
Table 4.1 illustrates characteristics of this research. First, institutions are ranked
by the number of articles published for each ten-year period, and the ten highestranked institutions are listed with the number of publications in parentheses.

In

each period, the Chinese Academy of Sciences and affiliated institutions contributed
the highest share of publications than any other single institution, with at least one
coauthor for 40-60% of Nature publications per year.
Also shown in Table 4.1 are the total number of institutions NI, the number of
articles NA, and the mean number and standard deviation of Chinese institutions
per article I/A. Both N1 an NA quantify the number of discrete articles and institutions, where multiple institutions may be affiliated with a single article. As shown
in

(Figure 4-4), mean I/A has increased as articles authored across two or more

Chinese institutions have become more common, while articles with a single Chinese
institution remain most common.
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The normalized Hirfindahl index, H*, is used to evaluate institutional concentration. H* is calculated as:
HNA -1
NA -1

where H is the unnormalized Hirfindahl index, calculated as:

H =

A,i

where NA represents the total number of articles with at least one China-based coauthor in the ten year period and NA,i the number of articles published by institution
i. H* E [0, 1] , where a value of one indicates complete concentration (i.e., a single institution producing all articles), and zero indicating each publication produces
equal output. Over the thirty-year period studied, H* decreases from 0.136 to 0.093,
indicating decreasing concentration as more institutions publish in Nature.
Finally, Table 4.1 shows that governments at the State and lower levels and institutes of higher education (IHEs) together comprise 96%-100% of research published
in Nature, but with IHEs surpassing government institutions in total publications in
recent years. In the 1980s, 21 government institutions comprised 92% of research
when weighted by article (shown in parenthesis in (Table 4.1). By the 2000s, universities had surpassed government institutes as the primary source of research in
Nature.

4.3

Team size and learning effects

In Chapter 2, the use of policy incentives to encourage participation in international
consortia was discussed, with the Human Genome Project used exemplifying the
domestic benefits of participation. The dataset suggests that, more generally, China
has participate in large international teams to specialize in smaller and, increasingly,

INDEX

1979-1989

1990-1999
Institutions

2000-2007

Chinese Acad of Sciences (25)

Chinese Academy of Sciences (46)

Chinese Academy of Sciences (225)

Chinese Acad Geol Sciences (11)

BeiJing Univ (6)

Univ of Hong Kong (60)

Ministry of Geology (8)

Nanjing Univ (5)

Chinese Univ of Hong Kong (35)

State Selsmol Bureau (4)

NW Univ Xian (5)

Paking Univ (33)

23 Institutions (1 each)

Hong Kong Univ S& T (4)

Fudan Univ (26)

West China Univ of Medical Sciences (4)

Hong Kong Univ S& T (24)

Changchun Univ S& T (3)

Shanghai Jiao Tong Univ (22)

Chinese Academy Geological Sciences (3)

Nanjing Univ (12)

Inst Vertebrate Paleontol & Paleoaathro (2)

Zhejiang Univ (12)

National Geological Museum of China (2)

Chinese Academy of Med Sci (11)
Tsig Hua Univ (11)

Concentration

N
NA
H*
I/A

Govt
Hosp
IHEs
Firms

27
54
0.136
1.314

51
98
0.121
1.327

180
440
0.093
1.775

(0.639)

(0.670)

(1.208)

21 (91.6%)
0
6 (8.43%)
0

Intitutional Sector
22 (57.7%)
2 (2.31%)
25 (35.5%)
2 (1.51%)

68 (45.0%)
18 (2.85%)
85 (51.1%)
8 (1.17%)

Table 4.1: Institutional characteristics of Nature dataset. Details in text.
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Figure 4-4: Number of authors by year.

entirely domestic teams.
Figure 4-5 illustrates the team size distribution for China-authored and all other
articles. Prior to the mid-1990s, China specialized in mid-sized teams (approximately
4-10 authors), while about 80% contemporary international research had been in
smaller teams of fewer than four institutions. While China continues to specialize
in mid-sized teams, team distribution has shifted towards both smaller and larger
teams, with smaller teams representing small, scale and high-impact research, and
larger teams representing large-scale consortia.
A logistic regression was performed on the variable china_any, an indicator variable set to 1 if any author is associated with an institution in China, 0 if no author is
so associated, and is missing if institutional affiliation is unavailable. The publication
year py, number of affiliated institutions nu, _inst., and interaction effect instpy =
num_inst*py. The publication source is used as a fixed effect.
The regression results are shown in (Table 4.2). These results are consistent with
a significant positive effect of team size on Chinese authorship. As expected, there
is also a positive effect of publication year on Chinese authorship, indictive of an
increasing proportion of China-authored publications with respect to all publications
over the period indicated.
Amongst auxiliary publications, there exist significant differences in the publication rates by journal. Figure 4-6 illustrates the average team size against the share of
Chinese authorship over two consecutive four-year periods, during which - with the
one exception of Nature Materials, where team size increased only 3% - an increase
in team size correlated to an increase in Chinese authorship share.
Together, these data suggest the presence of an institutional learning effect. By
investing in research with increasing team sizes, China is able to directly involve itself
in world-class international research. As qualitatively demonstrated through the Human Genome Project and, later, International HapMap Project, Chinese institutions
100

(a) Articles with at least one author affiliated with a Chinese institution

(b) All articles

Figure 4-5: Team size, evaluated number of institutions, for all articles published in
Nature and auxiliary journals.
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VARIABLES

CHINAANY

num_inst

7.836**
0.104***
-0.00387**

(3.579)
(0.0103)
(0.00179)

-1.238**
-1.431**
-1.114*
-2.651**
-1.601***
-2.225***
-1.013
-1.364**
-3.269***
-0.752
-1.867***
-1.031
-1.596**
-1.642***
-212.3***
45714
~

(0.589)
(0.630)
(0.622)
(1.164)
(0.611)
(0.718)
(0.642)
(0.617)
(1.163)
(0.782)
(0.640)
(0.705)
(0.666)
(0.631) --

py

inst_py
SOURCE FE

Nature
N. Biotech
N. Cell Bio
N. Chem Bio
N. Genetics
N. Immunology
N. Materials
N. Medicine
N. Methods
N. Nanotechnology
N. Neuroscience
N. Photonics
N. Protocols
N. Structral Bio
Constant
Observations

(20.63)

Standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Table 4.2: Results of logit regression of china_any.
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Figure 4-6: Chinese authorship share and mean team size from 2000-2003 to 20042007. Journals established after 2003 are shown as single data points.
gain expertise that can be applied to smaller teams, to publishing high-impact publications as a reprint author and, currently to a lesser extent, domestically, through
applying the experience from large international projects to smaller team sizes.

4.4

Citation impact

Finally, we evaluate whether Chinese research in Nature is inherently subject to citation patterns that differ from other articles in Nature. If found to exist, such a
difference could result from several factors or combinations thereof: a quality differential between China-authored and other papers (unlikely since Nature are preselected
for their quality a quality) or an implicit perception of a quality difference given (as
examined in Chapter 2) a quality differential amongst Chinese articles writ large, or
the effects of a requirement that research be conducted with "Chinese characteristics"
aforethought.
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To evaluate the existence of a citation differential, we use the forward citation
data described earlier in this chapter for both articles associated with China and for
the control sample. The technique described in Murray and Stern is applied[Murray
and Stern, 2007], which applies a negative binomial model to annual post-publication
citation counts. For each publication and year thereafter, the number of citations in
SCI-indexed journals is known.

Using this model, the number of citations a given article will receive in a specific
year can be modeled as:

C(s, T, t)

f(E,,T,t; as + 3T + Yt + 6 + ()

were C represents the number of citations of a publication published in the year T, t
years after publication in source s, where s is a categorical variable corresponding to a
particular journal. The variables a,, OT, and yt represent fixed effects corresponding
to the source, vintage (year of publication), and years post-publication. The variable 6
represents an indicator variable that is 1 if at least one coauthor has a Chinese address
and zero otherwise, and the variable ( represents the number of authors. Publications
where institutional affiliations are unknown are removed from the sample.

A conditional fixed effects negative binomial regression was applied in Stata (the
code for which is provided in Appendix C.3). The results, shown in Table 4.3, are not
consistent with an effect of 6 on citation patterns. The effect of China appears to be
both statistically insignificant (p = 0.997) and substantively insignificant (incidence
rate ratio IRR = 0.9997). These findings suggest that the rigorous pre-screening of
articles in Nature and auxiliary publications effectively eliminates any quality differential that would cause articles of Chinese origin, once controlled for field and other
fixed effects.
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VARIABLES

CITES

6

-0.000321
(0.0789)
7_2
-0.00417
(0.00389) -7_3
-0.373**
(0.152)
-y4
-0.346
(1.060)
-y-5
0.634***
(0.110)
y7_6
0.225*
(0.117)
-y-7
-0.571*** (0.111)
-j8
0.29
(0.433)
y- 9
1.026
(0.788)
'>10
2.178***
(0.379)
-- 1 1
2.160***
(0.336)
7-12
2.404***
(0.322)
7_13
1.959***
(0.305)
y7_14
2.106***
(0.327)
y-15
2.097***
(0.308)
-_16
1.906***
(0.318)
7_17
2.327***
(0.332)
-_18
1.767***
(0.334)
7_19
3.265***
(0.526)
7_20
2.181***
(0.388)
'721
1.718***
7 22
(0.330)
1.293***
(0.313)
S_23
0.987***
(0.324)
7_24
0.953**
(0.398)
-y25
0.995***
(0.320)
7-26
0.973***
(0.325)
-_27
0.221
(0.570)
7-28
0.461
(0.321)
7_29
1.389***
(0.457)
7_30
0.842***
(0.305)
Constant
1.246***
(0.304)
1.740***
(0.603)
0.731**
(0.344)
0.141
(0.301)
0.189
(0.468)
8807
Number of articles
Standard errors in parentheses
*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1

acchem
aceng
ageo
amed
aphys
apsyc
a soc
,32
,3_3
-4
,3_5
,_6
3-7
-9
0-10
3-11
0_12
/3_13
,3_14
_15
,3_16
/_17
/3-18
,3_20
/_21
,3_22
0_23
3_24
/_25
0_26
,_27
3_.29
Observations

VARIABLES

CITES

1.739*
3.245***
3.478***
3.457***
3.444***
3.405***
3.364***
3.276***
3.264***
3.193***
3.092***
3.010***
3.034***
2.969***
3.014***
2.856***
2.930***
2.801***
2.870***
2.844***
2.927***
2.941***
2.918***
2.897***
2.907***
2.577**
2.854***
-9.811
2.236
-2.869***

(1.007)
(1.007)
(1.007)
(1.007)
(1.007)
(1.007)
(1.007)
(1.007)
(1.007)
(1.007)
(1.008)
(1.008)
(1.008)
(1.008)
(1.008)
(1.009)
(1.009)
(1.010)
(1.010)
(1.010)
(1.010)
(1.010)
(1.010)
(1.012)
(1.018)
(1.025)
(1.032)
(350.6)
(1.377)
(1.044)

1037

Table 4.3: Result of fixed effects negative binomial regression. Variables: 6, effect of
China authorship, e number of authors, a field fixed effect, f vintage fixed effect, 7y
age fixed effect.
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4.5

Conclusion

In summary, Chinese institutions are publishing increasingly in Nature, and, unlike
other publications, the data are not consistent with an inter-field citation differential
by Chinese authorship. Articles published by Chinese sources are of similar impact
to the articles in the control dataset.
The data also strongly suggests an embracement of 'big science.'

Mean team

size has increased, with the number of institutions a significant predictor of Chinese
involvement (Table 4.2). Publications using a Chinese address as the correspondence
author have similarly increased, suggesting that China is actively organizing research
at this level, and has a preference for international research.
This analysis is applied with some amount of caution, noting that the sample size
of 400 Chinese publications is small, particularly when broken further into subgroups,
particularly in journals with fewer publications. Moreover, for papers published in
the 2006 and 2007, where China experienced unprecedented annual growth, citation
counts are limited to two years post-publication, and fixed effects at this period (71
and y/2) are not statistically significant within 0.05. A larger control set would be
beneficial in journals with smaller numbers of China-affiliated journals. Lacking this
data, however, there remains strong indication of the foregoing through, at minimum,
2005.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion
Following his tour of Southern China in 1992, Deng Xioping would reassert his theories
of economic modernization, cumulating in the modern-day socialist market economy.
These policies, designed to attract foreign investment into China, would permit some
to "get rich first" as as a precursor for common prosperity. Ultimately, market reform
in China would bring enormous amounts of foreign wealth to China and, for two
decades, exponential economic growth. This growth was largely invested into urban
centers to permeate growth, contributing, as one consequence, to growing wealth
disparity between urban centers and rural China with assurances that accumulated
wealth would be distributed outward [Fan, 2006].
The progressive development of science and technology in China has been similarly implemented. Two major programs in the 1980s - the 985 (National HighTechnology Development Program) and Spark Programs, were designed to foster
technological development in specific fields and in rural areas. While the Spark program has brought modest economic gains to rural regions, Salazar [2008] posits science
produced through the program is governed by a "short, cheap, and quick" approach
designed more to distribute wealth than to produce science of international value.
In contrast, major initiatives in the 1990s were directed specifically to generate
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high-value institutions in China. Examples include Project 211, a Ministry of Education initiative to strengthen the top 100 universities in China and Project 863, to
develop world-class universities. Project 973, the National Basic Research Program
of China, was developed to produce frontier science: to "intensely support a group
of group of outstanding scientific research teams" and "scale the peak of the world's
science, thus promoting the magnificent development of China's basic research and
high-tech industries" [NNSF, 2009], with a ration of funding to GERD' of 1.72%
(compared with 53.83% to the Spark program) [Salazar, 2008], indicating concentration of funding to wealthier areas. Plan 111, first announced in 2006, was established
to attract researches from the top 100 universities and research centers internationally
to universities participating in Projects 211 and 863.
These policies have had collectively had the effect of creating a small number of
high-value research institutes and institutes of higher education which receive state
funds to produce high-value research. The objective is investment funds in producing
frontier research in selected key fields and at a small number of key institutions, with
research elsewhere funded through technology transfer and universities directly.
As demonstrated in Chapter 3, the large majority of research in China is not produced at the frontier, and is low-impact by international standards. By volume, most
research - and an increasing density of research - is published in low impact journals
with few citations and in journals such as Lecture Notes in Computer Science and
A CTA Crystallographica,both of which advertise high volume and rapid publication
time. Evidence of mostly low-impact research is particularly evident in the fields of
mathematics, chemistry, and physics.
The quantity of publications can be attributed in part to policies with the Ministry
of Science and Technology discussed in Chapter 2 which form an incentive, often monetary, for meeting a given publication quota coupled with monetary and professional
1

Gross domestic expenditure of research and development
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disincentives for failing to do so. Meanwhile, funding for research at institutions and
research group not selected for the elite State programs is largely through technology
transfer and provincial and local governments, typically with specific applied objectives and limited funding. Together, this environment cumulates in, for the majority
of research, the high publication volume and low publication quality that is observed.
For applied research produced in the form of patents wiled internationally, incentives include the economic benefits conferred by the patent itself; the uniform selection mechanism employed by patent agencies and high transaction costs of patent
acquisition, particularly international patent acquisition, patents with a China-based
author or inventor have similar citation and reference characteristics to patents at
large. China has specialized in design patents, which by 2004 represented 40% of all
issued patents, which constitute industrial rather than scientific innovation. Among
utility patents, however, Chinese patents are not cited significantly differently from
a separate control set by field and there is evidence that, by number of references,
these patents are generally broader.
Scientific production as produced through publications and through patents diverged in the late 1990s, with patents in electrical and electronic innovation becoming
dominant, along with patents in chemistry, mathematics, and physics. While both
patents and publications have been used as output indicators, with an increased quantity partially attributable to the necessity of publishing or prestige of inventorship
[e.g. Dean and Uimonen, 2002], the impact of these patents compared with those of
the control sample is, for most fields, neither substantively not statistically significant,
suggesting that Chinese firms and research institutes are contributing at the frontier
in the useful arts, particularly in electronics.
While the majority of basic scientific research is not frontier-level, there is strong
evidence that China has been successful in certain fields in reaching the scientific
frontier. Research published in Nature and auxiliary journals produced within China
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is suggestive of frontier research: unlike research published elsewhere, articles are
cited at comparable rates; Chinese teams, rather than large international consortia
including an institution in China, have become more common; and China's share,
while still not exceeding 5% in any journal, has increased exponentially since 1990.
There is evidence that the practitioners of frontier research is expanding and
becoming less concentrated. While institutions publishing in Nature the 1980s were
predominantly government research institutes, by 2005, institutes of higher education
surpassed government institutes as the primary producers of this knowledge. The
number of institutions has expanded from 54 in the 1980s to 440 in the 2000s, with
decreasing concentration.
As discussed in Chapter 4, the data suggest a learning effect within China, as
China uses its involvement in international consortia to obtain equipment, develop
institutions, and import knowledge directly from premier institutions located internationally, and then leverage these assets in smaller, domestic teams.
This trend is particularly evident in genetics, where China is performing research
at the frontier level. As presented in Chapter 2, China's participation in the Human
Genome Project allowed the later acquisition of equipment, formation of institutions (the Beijing Genomics Institute), and personnel in the form of researchers and
returning students, which China would later use in other consortium such as the
International HapMap project. Genenetic research would be applied to agriculture
in indexing the rice genome, in bioinformatic applications, and, more recently, in
pharmaceutical development. [Normile, 2002]
China also exhibits characteristics of reaching the knowledge frontier in nanoscience
[Jin and Rousseau, 2005; Zhou and Leydesdorff, 2006], one of four basic science programs (the others being protein science, quantum research, and developmental and
reproductive biology) designated to each receive $1 billion in funding over 15 years
[Xin and Yidong, 2006]. Since 2000, the China, the United States, Japan, the Eu110

ropean Union, among other nations have supported nanotechnology as a scientific
priority. Amongst Nature journals, publication share of Chinese articles in Nature
Biotechnology exceeds that of any other Nature journal, and a bibliometric analysis
of all nanotechnology journals by Zhou and Leydesdorff [2006] ranked third to the
United States and Japan.
In many respects, the emergence of China from 2000-2005 represented a turning point of scientific knowledge production growth in China. Rapid economic development permitted the increased funding of science, which, combined with major
initiatives funding prominent universities and institutes and key scientific programs,
permitted China to train world-class scientists endogenously and acquire the resources
necessary for the production of high-impact scientific innovation. Increased funding
and availability of equipment allowed frontier-level knowledge production to expand
from a small center of key institutions and universities to a larger collection of universities, government institutes, firms, and hospitals. Increasingly, top students in China
are electing to remain in China and Chinese scholars who had studied abroad are electing to return to China as faculty. Scientific funding on key projects are continuing
to expand. As Zhou Enlai's vision of the Four Modernizations, an economicallyprosperous society fueled by scientific and technical innovation, is succeeded by Hu
Jintau's Scientific Development Concept, a harmonious society accomplished largely
by the same, China's rapid rise as a scientific superpower is posed to continue in the
decades ahead.
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Appendix A
Patent file

A.1

Technical methodology

The USPTO issues a weekly bulletin of patents granted through several product
offerings known collectively as the Grant Red Book. This bulletin contains the full
text of each patent granted in the week preceding. A copy of the Red Book was
provided for this study for the period from 28 December 1975 through 28 November
2006. Data for records issued prior to 2001 are stored as fixed-width text files (the
format is detailed in Appendix A); after 2001, SGML; and after April 2005, XML 1 . In
addition to the Red Book, the USPTO supplies an abridged version of the Red Book
that contains only the bibliographic headers rather than the full text of the patent
(such as individual claims). This abridged version was used to extend the data from
November 2006 through the end of 2008. Since only the bibliographic headers were
used, that the data being abridged does not affect the final results.
It is noted the USPTO imported early data (prior to about 1980) via optical
character recognition technologies, which the office claims "has not undergone any
'Standardized General Markup Language and Extensible Markup Language (a derivative of
SGML) comprise standardized forms by which data can be represented in a machine- and humanreadable representation. The Red Book International Common Element (ICE), an internationallystandardized representation of patent data, is contained in the PCT administrative instructions and
defined by the Trilateral/WIPO Standards Working Group.
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manual validation or correction processes." Incidentally, the data from this period do
have significant errors, affecting about 1% of patents. Where feasible, the errors were
manually corrected based on the original patent image; where this was not feasible,
the errant data was removed. Since Chinese patents do not attain significant levels
until the late 1980s, it is not anticipated that these errors significantly affect the
results presented.
The size of the dataset (about 50GB total) required the use of a relational database
to effectively query the data. To facilitate searching and data extraction, the Red
Book was extracted to an Microsoft SQL Server 2005 database using a custom application built for this purpose using the Microsoft .NET framework. This application
(Figure A-1) implements a customized framework to interact with the Red Book data
and provide an intermediary between the unformatted data and database. A client
application was separately developed to extract data from the Red Book files sequentially, load each patent into the Red Book framework, and copy automatically into
the database.
The database structure is shown in (Figure A-2). The core bibliographic data
are stored primarily in third normalized form to permit flexible queries. Because the
source data does not itself normalize inventors or assignees, no attempt is made to
normalize this data further at the database level.
While Red Book contains classification data, it does not reflect changes made to
the patent's classification after it is issued. The USPTO provides a separate dataset,
Patents Class, which provides the most recent classification for every patent issued
by the USPTO. A copy of this dataset was obtained from March 2008, and is used
as the authoritative classification source for all patents issued before then. The Red
Book data is used for patents issued after this version of Patents Class was published.
As needed, SQL queries are executed against the database to obtain a smaller
dataset that is imported into Stata and then used for the actual analyses.
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Figure A-2: Tables and relationships for the patent database.
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Appendix B

Tables

B.1

Addendum to Hall classification

This appendix specifies the changes to the Hall classification scheme discussed in
Section 3.1.4. The values provided here are intended to complement Appendix 1 of
[Hall et al., 2001].
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USPTO CLASS

NBER CLASS

308

Optical communications

21

506

19
14

Chemical: Organic Compounds

22

Computers and
puter Hardware
Computers and
puter Hardware

Communications: Comand Software
Communications: Comand Software

Computers and
puter Hardware
Computers and
puter Hardware
Computers and
puter Hardware

Communications: Comand Software
Communications: Comand Software
Communications: Comand Software

725

Combinatorial chemistry technology:
method, library, apparatus
Organic compounds - part of the class
532-570 series
Data processing: structural design, modeling, simulation, and emulation
Data processing: presentation processing
of document, operator interface processing, and screen saver display processing
Data processing: design and analysis of
circuit or semiconductor mask
Data processing: software development,
installation, and management
Electrical computers and digital processing systems: virtual machine task or process management or task management/control
Electrical computers and digital processing systems: interprogram communication or interprocess communication
(IPC)
Dynamic optical information storage or
retrieval
Interactive video distribution systems

Computers and Communications: Communications
Chemical Miscellaneous

22

726

Information security

22

901
902

Robots
Electronic funds transfer

59
21

903
930
968
976

Hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs)
Peptide or protein sequence
Horology
Nuclear technology

55
14
69
44

977
984
987

Nanotechnology
Musical instruments
Organic compounds containing a Bi, Sb,
As, or P atom or containing a metal atom
of the 6th to 8th group of the periodic
system

59
69
14

532
703
715

716
717
718

719

720
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22

22
22
22

22

Computers and Communications: Computer Hardware and Software

24

Computers and Communications: Information Storage
Computers and Communications: Computer Hardware and Software
Computers and Communications: Computer Hardware and Software
Mechanical: Miscellaneous
Computers and Communications: Communications
Mechanical: Transportation
Chemical: Organic Compounds
Others: Miscellaneous
Electrical and Electronic: Nuclear and Xrays
Mechanical: Miscellaneous
Others: Miscellaneous
Chemical: Organic Compounds

B.2

Fields added to SCI dataset

Fields added to the SCI dataset are listed below with a description. The same code
was used for postprocessing on multiple projects, and those fields not relevant for this
research (pertaining, for instance, to US university rankings) are not included.

NAME

TYPE

A*_F
A* _T
A*_R
CLTANY
C_TALL
C1_A'_ANY
C1_A'_ALL
TOPJOURNAL
COLLABF'
PROPCHINA
NUMAUTHORS

str
0/1
0/1
0/1
0/1
0/1
0/1
0/1
0/1
E [0, 1]
int

DESCRIPTION

Address field F for address A
1 if type of A is T
1 if region of A is R
1 if all institutions in C1 are T
1 if any institutions in C1 are T
1 if all institutions in C1 are T
1 if any institutions in C1 are T
1 if any institutions in Cl recognized as high-impact journals
1 if all authors within the same P
Proportion of institutions in China
Number of authors

Variables in the above table correspond to each permutation of the following
values:

VARIABLE

A*

A'

VALUE

RP
C11
CL_N
RP
C1
CO
CI
ST
PC
IN
RE

F'
T

HOSP
UNI
FIRM
C1

DESCRIPTION

Reprint Address
First institution address
Last institution address
Reprint Address
Institution addresses
Country
City
State (US only)
Postal code
Institution
Region (US, China, EU, Asia, Other)
Identical to F with CI and PC removed
Hospital
IHE (institute of higher education)
Firm/industry
Institution addresses
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B.2.1

Top journals

Accounts of Chemical Research, Advances in Cancer Research, Advances in Genetics, Advances in
Immunology, Advances in Protein Chemistry, AIDS, American Journal of Human Genetics, American
Journal of Pathology, American Journal of Respiratory Cell and Molecular Biology, American Journal of Transplantation, Angewandte Chemie-International Edition, Annals of Internal Medicine, Annals of Neurology, Annals of Surgery, Annual Review of Biochemistry, Annual Review of Biophysics
and Biomolecular Structure, Annual Review of Cell and Developmental Biology, Annual Review of
Genetics, Annual Review of Immunology, Annual Review of Medicine, Annual Review of Microbiology, Annual Review of Neuroscience, Annual Review of Nutrition, Annual Review of Pharmacology
and Toxicology, Annual Review of Physical Chemistry, Annual Review of Physiology, Annual Review of Plant Physiology and Plant Molecular Biology, Arteriosclerosis Thrombosis and Vascular
Biology, Arthritis and Rheumatism, Bioessays, Biological Psychiatry, Biological Reviews of The
Cambridge Philosophical Society, Blood, Brain, Brain Pathology, British Medical Journal, Cancer
Research, Catalysis Reviews-Science and Engineering, Cell, Cell Death and Differentiation, Cellular
Microbiology, Chemical Reviews, Circulation, Circulation Research, Clinical Microbiology Reviews,
Clinical Microbiology Reviews, Critical Reviews in Immunology, Critical Reviews in Toxicology,
Current Biology, Current Medicinal Chemistry, Current Opinion in Biotechnology, Current Opinion
in Cell Biology, Current Opinion in Chemical Biology, Current Opinion in Colloid & Interface Science, Current Opinion in Genetics & Development, Current Opinion in Immunology, Current Opinion in Microbiology, Current Opinion in Neurobiology, Current Opinion in Plant Biology, Current
Opinion in Structural Biology, Cytokine & Growth Factor Reviews, Development, Developmental
Biology, Developmental Cell, Diabetes, Diabetes Care, Diabetologia, Embo Journal, Embo Reports,
Emerging Infectious Diseases, Endocrine Reviews, Experimental Cell Research, Faseb Journal, Fems
Microbiology Reviews, Free Radical Biology and Medicine, Frontiers in Neuroendocrinology, Gene
Therapy, Genes & Development, Genome Research, Genome Research, Genes and Immunity, Gut,
Hepatology, Human Gene Therapy, Human Molecular Genetics, Human Mutation, Hypertension,
Immunity, Immunological Reviews, Immunology Today, International Review of Cytology, JAMAJournal of The American Medical Association, Journal of Allergy and Clinical Immunology, Journal
of Biological Chemistry, Journal of Cell Biology, Journal of Cell Science, Journal of Cerebral Blood
Flow and Metabolism, Journal of Clinical Endocrinology and Metabolism, Journal of Clinical Investigation, Journal of Clinical Oncology, Journal of Experimental Medicine, Journal of General
Physiology, Journal of Immunology, Journal of Medical Genetics, Journal of Molecular Biology,
Journal of Neuropathology and Experimental Neurology, Journal of Neuroscience, Journal of Proteome Research, Journal of Toxicology and Environmental Health-Part B-Critical Reviews, Journal
of Virology, Lancet, Lancet Neurology, Lancet Oncology, Mass Spectrometry Reviews, Medicinal
Research Reviews, Microbiology and Molecular Biology Reviews, Molecular and Cellular Biology,
Molecular and Cellular Neuroscience, Molecular Biology and Evolution, Molecular Biology of The
Cell, Molecular Cancer Therapeutics, Molecular Cell, Molecular Endocrinology, Molecular Medicine
Today, Molecular Microbiology, Molecular Pharmacology, Molecular Psychiatry, Molecular Therapy,
Molecules and Cells, Natural Product Reports, Nature, Nature Biotechnology, Nature Cell Biology,
Nature Genetics, Nature Immunology, Nature Medicine, Nature Neuroscience, Nature Reviews Cancer, Nature Reviews Drug Discovery, Nature Reviews Genetics, Nature Reviews Immunology, Nature
Reviews Microbiology, Nature Reviews Molecular Cell Biology, Nature Reviews Neuroscience, Nature Structural & Molecular Biology, Nature Structural Biology, Neurology, Neuron, New England
Journal of Medicine, Nucleic Acids Research, Oncogene, Parasitology Today, Pharmacological Reviews, Pharmacology & Therapeutics, Physical Review Letters, Physiological Reviews, Plant Cell,
Plant Journal, Plant Physiology, Proceedings of The National Academy of Sciences of The United
States of America, Progress in Biophysics & Molecular Biology, Progress in Neurobiology, Progress
in Retinal and Eye Research, Proteomics, Recent Progress in Hormone Research, Reviews of Physiology Biochemistry and Pharmacology, Science, Seminars in Cell & Developmental Biology, Seminars
in Immunology, Seminars in Liver Disease, Stroke, Structure, Systematic Biology, Trends in Biochemical Sciences, Trends in Cell Biology, Trends in Ecology & Evolution, Trends in Endocrinology
and Metabolism, Trends in Genetics, Trends in Microbiology, Trends in Neurosciences, Trends in
Pharmacological Sciences, Trends in Plant Science, Vitamins and Hormones-Advances in Research
and Applications
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Appendix C

Code
C.1

Extraction and classification of Chinese patents

select ID,
number,
YFAR(APPDATE),
YEAR(ISSUEDATE),
0 as CNASS,
0 as NONCNASS, -0 as CNINV,
0 AS NONCNINV,
0 AS CLASS
INTO CHINAP
from patents
GO

Chinese assignees
Non-Chinese assignees
Chinese inventors
Non-Chinese inventors

C(REIAE CLUSTERED INDEX CPINT ON _CHINAP (ID)
GO
ALTER TABLE _CHINAP
ADD CONSRAINT CPID PRIMARY KEY (ID)
GO
SET NOCOUNT CON
DECLARE @PATENTID INT
DECLARE @CHINA BIT
DECLARE AC CURSOR FOR
SELECI
PATENTID,
CAST(CASE COUNIRY
~HEN 'CN' THEN 1 ELSE 0 END
AS BIT)
ERMI ASSIGNEES
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OPEN AC
FETCH NEXT HRCVI AC INTO @PATENTID, @CHINA
BEGIN IRANSACIION
WHILE @@FETCHSTATUS = 0
BEGIN
IF 0CHINA=1
UPDATE _CHINAP
SET CNASS=CNASS+1
WHERE ID=PATENTD
ELSE
UPDATE _CHINAP
SET NONCNASS=NONCNASS+1
WHERE ID=cPATENTID
FETCH NEXT IRCA AC INTO @PATENTID, @CHINA
END
CLOSE AC
DEATICArIE AC
GO
DECLARE AC CURSOR FOR
SELECT PI. PATENTID,
CAST(CASE I. COUNIRY HEN 'CN' THEN 1 ELSE 0 END AS BIT)
ERCI PATENTINVENTORS PI
INNER JOIN INVENTORS I ON I. ID=PI .INVENTORID
OPEN AC
FETCH NEXT F1IVI AC INTO @PATENTID, @CHINA
BEGIN TRANSACIION
WHILE @@FETCHSTATUS = 0
BEGIN
IF @CHINA=1
UPDATE _CHINAP SET CNINV=CNINV+1 WHERE IDZ=PATEN T ID
ELSE
UPDATE _CHINAP SET NONCNINV=NONCNINV+1 WHERE ID=-@PATENTID
FETCH NEXT ERAJ
AC INTO @PATENTID, @CHINA
END
CLOSE AC
DEAMIDCATE AC
GO
-- Remove all patents not
DELEIE CHINAP
UPDATE _CHINAP SET CLASS=0
UPDATE _CHINAP SET CLASS=1

associated with China
WHERE CNINV
= 0 AND CNASS
= 0
WHERE CNASS
= 0 AND NONCNASS= 0
WHERE CNASS
> 0 AND CNINV
> 0
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UPFDAE _CHINAP SET CLASS=2 WHERE NONCNASS> 0 AND CNINV
> 0 AND CNINV
UPDAIE _CHINAP SET CLASS=3 WHERE CNASS

> 0
= 0

Generation of patent control sample

C.2

CREAIE TABLE #CONIROL (
ID int PRIMARY KEY,
APPDATE DATEIIME,
ISSUEDATE DATEIIME,

USPTOCLASS VARCHAR(3)

DECLARE @i INT
DECLARE @cnt INT
SET @i = 1975
WHILE @i <= 2008
BEGIN
PRINT @I
SELECT @CNT=CXNT( *) from T_CHINAP WHERE YFAR(APPDATE) = @i
INSERT INTO COXNTROL (ID, APPDATE, ISSUEDATE, USPTOCLASS)
SELECT TOP (©CNT) P.ID, P.APPDATE, P.ISSUEDATE, PC.CLASS
FR(IVI PATENTS P
INNER JOIN PRIMARYCLASSIFICATIONS PC ON PC.PATENTID = P. ID
WHERE YFAR(APPDATE) = I

CamER BY NEWID()
SET @i = @i + 1
END

C.3
//

Stata NB regression from Section 4.3

drop non-articles and all references

generate dp = xt==2 & dt !=

: replace dp = dp[_N]

bysort xd (xt)
drop if

dp =

1

1

drop dp
foreach i of varlist py ut so ca {
bysort xd (xt):

generate

root_' i '='

}
keep if xt -

1

bysort xc xd py: generate cites = _N
bysort xc xd py: keep if _n==l
keep root_* cites py xd xc
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i ' [_N]

gen age = 2008-root py
gen year = py - rootpy

tsset xd
tsfill ,
replace
foreach
bysort

year , yearly
full
cites = 0 if cites==
i of Nrarlist xc age root_* {
xd (c ites ): replace 'i'=,'i'[_N]

replace

py = year + root_py

drop if year < 0 & cites==0
drop if py >= 2008
run encodereplace root_so

rename rootut ut
sort ut
merge ut using artclass , uniqusing nokeep
quietly count if _merge!=3
error((r(N)!=0)*303)
drop _merge
drop if length(trim(rootca))

> 0

save "summary" , repla(
bys nsffield: generat( e cnt=_N
tab nsffield , generat( e(f )
quietly su nsffield
local min = r(min)
local max = r(max)
foreach i of numlist 'min' (1) 'max'
capture confirm var f 'i'
- if _rc-{
-- continue
-label-(nsffield ) 'i '
_ locall:
local 1 = lower(substr("'l'", 1,
label variable f_ 'i'
"'l'
-rename-f_ 'i ' 1'

3))

}

gen .china =.1l-xc
xi:xtnbreg-cites na-f_-*

china i, . nsffield-i.age-i.year , fe

}
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Appendix D
State Council Research Institutes
D.O.1

Domains of State Council Research Institutes

CAS
* Mathematics and Physics
* Chemistry
* Life sciences and medicine
* Earth sciences
* Information technological sciences
* Technological sciences
CASS
* Philosophy
* Social Sciences
CAE
* Mechanical and Vehicle Engineering
* Information and Electronic Engineering
* Chemical, Metallurgical and Materials Engineering
* Energy and Mining Engineering
* Civil, Hydraulic and Architecture Engineering
* Environment, Light and Textile Industries Engineering
* Agriculture
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* Medical and Health
* Engineering Management
NSFC
* Mathematical and Physical Sciences
* Chemical Sciences
* Life Sciences
* Earth Sciences
* Engineering and Materials Sciences
* Information Sciences
* Management Sciences
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